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III the btheinth fl•e 'Kulgsidately as in
the pert atid litriseh.
Native iseN•frIlOit'llthaCtlie Catho-
dk bi9 h3id trontile with the auth-
orities for isiniiitge appeals. 'for .srub-
,criptions for the cherish. witiclhesere
written in an tiffrcibh sty* to, width
he had no right: '
...teeet ss
Gunboati Ledittess.
Waelrington, Feb. 27.—The navy
-department hair -receitiett Chebleirrilm
from Shanghai atirretnking the. de-
parture ftom there yeeterday of ,ehe
gunboats. El Cano and Qttiros for
Kliikiang, which is near the scene of
the repexted trouble.
Battleship Going.
Manila, Feb. 27.—The battleship
Ohio, flagship of the American fleet
on the Asiatic station, will leave in
,ea few days fdr the Olin* coast.
DIED IN MARSH'ALL.
Sanford Wolf, Jr., Succumbed to
Consumption.
Sanford Wolf, Jr., aged 38 years;
dice) yesterday morning at hie home
near Fair Dealing, in Marshell coun-
ty, from consumption. He left a wife
and child, also an aged father, S. -A.
Wolf. The burial will take place to-
day in the family burying ground.
Register, Eat. May, z8g6.
Standard, Sat. April. ale.
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FEELING ENCOURAGED
AGAINST FOREIGNERS
REMARKABLE GROWTH INI
d.:77.1hDYNASTIC• OR rh'INDIZ.M iloAD F
PARTY AND SECRET SO-
CIETIES, FOSTERED BY
RULER OF PROVINCE.
Manila, Felt 27.—A leading Ameri-
can firm in this city has received-the
fullowinw cable from Canton: The
boycott has greatly encouraged the
anti-foreign feeling.
Teachers, reformers, agitators and
the native newspapers now have the
power of that association behind
thane caning a remarkable growth in
reform party and secret societies,
while the anti,foreign, anti-dynastic
Viceroy of Canton, by his autocratic
ruling and his autagonistic attitude to
the foreign Consuls, encourages the
masses of the people in their anti-
foreign feeling.
In the prefecture of Chang Chew,
near Amoy, recent outrages against
foreign church procedure, approved
by Pekin, has strengthened the revo-
tutionary forces, who are now eager
to try conclusions with the govern-
ment
In a portion of China between the
Yangtze Valley and the Fliong Kong
dianict a dangerous anti-foreign
feeling exists which is likely to break
out at any moment.
The UMted States troops in Manila
arc preparing against the pending
outbreak.
TEN WERE KILLED
IN ISECSSIT OUTRAQE
Pekin, Feb._ V.—The government
has received a brief report from tke
Giodernrw of) Mine-hang concerning
the murder of, the missionaries thert.
He states that .he has suppressed the
rioting and sent the surviving for-
eigners in boats to Kiukiang for
safety.
The governor's report states tht
six Catholic miesionaries were killed
besidles an English family of four.
An English missionary named Mart
is believed to hkve escaped slightly
injured. Buntine Snd Fife are also
believed to have escaped.
Accordiag to the official report the
trouble arose in the course of lawsuit
in the Ithagistrate'r Yemen. in which
the Catholics became involved. The
fight occurred in the Yemen. The
English thiseionaries were in no wise
concerned, '-'but Sunday morning a
mob attikated the mireons indiscrimi-
nate*.
Sir. E. M. Satow, the British Min-
ister at Pekins has telegraphed to the
firitish Consul at Khiklarig to pro-
ceed to Nanchang, tatting a gunboat
as far as' poseible, to investigate the
facts of the massacre and help the
survivots.
Express Rsgret.
Minisiter Satow interviewed the
tertian office offitials regarding the
massacre. They expressed to hint
the deepest concern and regret, which
undoubtedly was genuine, the govern-
ment being anxious to preserve good
relations with' terteignete at the pres-
ent time. Otely last week Prince
Ching, on cepreeentation, made by
the Japanese iitinialitt and others that
to newel, N•nn
riUli WON
TO NORFOLK, VA.
NOW, BELIEVED NEW LINE
WILL BE CONSTRUCTED
WITHOUT DELAY.
WILL TOUCH zs COUNTIES
John W. Landrum Asks
°Scads to Indorse
Project.
State
Frankfort, Ky., Feb. 27.—John W.
Landrum, of ayfield, is here secur-
ing indor s of state officials in
the co on of the Cairo and
Tennessee river railroad.
The ultiznate terminals of the road
will be Cairo, Ill., and Norfolk, Va.,
andhit will ran through fifteen coun-
ties in 10erittscky, which are badiy
in need' of railroads. It has been in
contemplation for more than twenty
years. L. W. Goode, of New York,
took hold of the project and in the
short time he has been president of
the company right of way has been
secured nearly to Hopkinsville.
Charters were secured in the eighties
in Kentucky and Tennessee, and Mr.
Goode says the road will be com-
pleted from Mayfield to Hopkinsville
by next October.
Will Touch Fifteen Coulttles.
The road will ultimately be kinown
as the Cairo and Norfolk road. Be-
ginning at a point oppositeC.airo it
will run through fifteen Kentucky
counties until it reaches Whitley
county, when it will cross over the
state line to Bristol, Tenn., and
thence direct to Norfolk. Its total
length will be 767 miles.
M. Landrum has received the
heartiest encomagement from the
state offirials, railroad conunissieners
and members of the general assem-
Ibly. They are all anxious to see the
road constructed for the sake of de-
veloping Western Kentucky, many
points of which are from fifty to
(Continued on Page Five.)
NEW SAWMILL
LANGSTAFF-ORM EXPECT TO
GET SAME STARTED IN
TWO WEEKS
Last Consignment of Machinery Ar-
dyed Monday and Is Now
Being Installed
reports of anti-foreign movements In two weeks the big sawmill de-
we're current, teleeraphed to all the pertinent of the Langstaff-Orin Man-
Nleethiet directing *bent to vigor, ugaoturing cosepany will again be in
oistly repress IV'tiyhkfittei of such
tnhvitiment and theirnei,h the people operati
on after a five months' dis-
wcht were eirtioating lie nrim-ro s. 
continuance of that feat tire of the
Chinese 'ihilitifit3fr '6 I-Catholics and 
business on account of a fire destroy
non-'C ritatis 
ing that especial depariment fast No-
has'been as prevalent
'ember. /The new building has been
compkteel for some weeks while the
in,achinery has been arriving in car-
load consignments,•but all of it did
not get here uetil lest Monday. when
the last car. reached this city front
:Milwaukee, Wis., where the mechan-
ism was turned out by special order,
it being, of a high claps, clharacter not
carried in stock by that concern in
the North.
The attaches of the sawmill are
now unloading and installing in prop
er position that last consignment
and expect to have things ready by
the rrdddle of next month for resume
ion of this department.
Ever eince the fire the firm has
been having their timber sawed by
other concerns in filling their large
orders, but this will be no longer
necessary after the teth of next
month.
The fire of last fall was the fleet
one had by the Langstaff-Orm peo-
ple since they started in business
over, forty years, ago, and dieun-
expectedness of same crippled them
in this department, but they bate
been filling orders right along.
Mrs. r. $1. ,ncno'der has
turned from thiting Mr*. S.
Harkey, of Riedland, Ky.,
MRS. MARY SMITH'S WILL , 1RUSSIA'S INFLUENCE
WAS FILED FOR PROBATE PREVENT RUPTURE
Lsiaves Her Son Handsome Monthly viruu nnu
come and Names James P.
Smith As Executor. HIS PROXIES
Yesterday iinhthe county clerk', of-
fice there was lodged for probate the
will of the late Mrs. Mary Smith,
widow of the late Captain J. R.
Smith. The will makes provision
for disposition of the estate she left.
The docinnent was written February
3rd, teed, and signature of Min.
Smith, witnessed by Frank Boyd and
B. B. Linn.
In the will Mrs. Smith stated she
named 'her oldest son, James P.
Smith, as executor without bond,
%Oils, no appraisement or inventory
is so be made of the property. All
the household goods, jewelry, botees
and carriages she'begueathe to her
son James P. Smith.
Mrs. Smith's, will then recites' the
fact that the will of her late husband,
Captain James R. Smith, provided
that the mother should set apart
$tho per month for maintenance of
their son Joseph. The widow's will
sanctions the husband's will as be-
ing just, equitable and proper and
directs that its prorvisione be carried
out to the letter. Now to this $too
month allowance out of 'her hus-
band's estate to their son -Joseph,
Mrs. Smith provides for $150 MO"'
each month out of her estate, to be
paid this sioungest son as long as he
hers, the t omibined allowances mak-
ing $233 monthly. This $iso month
is added with the serne provision in-
corperated in Captain Smith's will,
which is that if Joseph Smith at-
tempts to break either of the wills
he is to be cut off without a cent.
Mts. Smidds will provides that her
oldest son, James P. Smith, the ex-
crete:if, Shall manage her estate as
he thinks best for twenty years: after
her death, at which tithe the execu-
tor is to didide the property between
the executor's cfititelheir, *ho are
grandchildien of the.ikteeased. These
provisions are practically the same as
included in the will of the late Cap-
tain Smith, who bequeathed his Prot)
hey to his grandchildren by James
I. Smith, after making the allowance
to Joseph Smith.
James P. Smith is to receive five
per cent of all funds corning into
his hands, as compensation for his
services in handling the ttrasmoth
interests.
On Mrs. Smith', will there is en-
dorsed a parageaph signed by James
P. and Joseph Smith, who certify
thgt they are pleased with the pro-
verions made and would abide by
SATelle.
aMes P. Smith qualified yester-
y as the executor and now ha6
charge of the two estates
NOTHING DEFINITE
ABOUT
TAX RATE
ORIGINAL ESTIMATE WAS $1.51
BUT MAY GO TO $z
LIGHTING PROPOSI-
TION AN ITEM.
Chairman W. Tip Miller, of the
finance committee for the joint mu-
nicipal legislative boards of the city,
yesterday announced that he would
not call that sub-body together foe
the purpose ef fitting the tax rate for
this year, until there has been set-
tled the lighting proposition which
now is the burning issue on account
of the antagonism evidenced by the
majority of the altlennanic board to
the unanimous wishes of the com-
munity that desires the city to con-
tinue its own government and not
throw it into the hands of the private
cen-pgraticer sleeking to throttk
things is, "-is respect. The reason
Chairman Mjiller doets not want to
I the committee together until this
qtfation is disposed of, is so they
will now whether provisions. are to
he made for enlargment of the light-
ing plat* in order tint the municipal-
ity can care for more street corner
arc lights than are needed.
In speaking of the probable tax
rate Mr. Miller yesterday said that
he haled they would not make the
rate as low as would ensue under
other circumstances. because it look-
ed like the city would lose thousand"
0./ dollar, heretofore gained 'them.*
fines imposed on saloonkeepers ftir
keeping their grogshops open on the
Sabbath. It 'has been the cussoin
(Continued on Page Five.)
OFFICERS WORKING
ON THE
AUGUSTUS CASE
DETECTIVES AND CONSTABLE
it,grisaltanGiriaiseehildneedella
ASSISTED BY CHIEF
JAMES COLLINS.
The police and detectives think
they have some pretty good dues as
to who murdered William Augustus
in the flhnoii Central railroad freight
yards Saturday evening late, but of
course they will divulge nothing un-
til arrests have been effected. Ever
since discovery of the dead body De-
tectives Moore and Baker hare been
in and out of the city, while Chief
James Collins has been doing some-
thing he very seldom. does, remain-
ing at headquarters of night, tele-
phoning first here and there outside
of the city, communicating with the
man he has working on the sect, and
he hopes to effect hhme capture that
will unravel the apparent mystery.
- The police after a thorough inves-
tigation seem to think that the peo-
ple who assaulted Augustus do not
know they caused his death, - as, in-
clicattorts bre the bricklayer, after the
fight, walked several hundred feet,
sat town by the I. C. culvert and
there's died from the wounds some
hours. after the assault.
Constable A. C. Shelton is • allo
working .on the case in connection
with Chit:ef Collins, and was out of the,
chy yesterday and all of last night,
tut • will not he known what he
ftehed until, he returns this
' While the authorities know
ffla ugustus was murdered, still
the vie undecided whether it was
the . resith of anger doting a fight,
or cittnerration of a premeditated plot,
•
SURVEYORS AT WORK "
ON NEW RAILROAD LINE
wenty civil engineers
The arrival at Murray, Ky., yester-
day of about t 
to survey for the new Cairo, Mayfield
and Nashville railroad thews that the
fight of the Louisville and Nashville
few an entrance into Cairo and inter-
mediate points is on good and strong,
Which means that the fight of the
L. & N. against the Illinois Central
is warmling up through this section of
the ornmtry. This arrival of the sur-
veyors to do their portion of the
work, conies close on the heels of
re- the visit qf L. flt N. officials recent)),
A. to the Egyptian city to look °Int the
tituatien there.
The party of siteeteihrs getting
at hilurray yeeterday was headed. b
Me. Grizzard, who is connected with
the Louisville & Nashville, at Nash-
ville, Tenn., and who will start the
'stork off today. The &legation went
up to the capitol of Calloway county
on the N., C. & St. L. passenger
train, which arrived here yesterday
afternoon et i o'clock from Nashville.
The corps will make the .survey on
hersettaek, going out of Murray to
Mayfield, and getting their proposed
route outlined between those two
NContintsed on Page Tour.),
READY TO AID IN SECURING
PASSAGE OF LAWS.
GREAT FORTUNE SPENT
In Securing Proxies Enough to
Control Insurance Com-
panies.
Boston, Feb. a7.—In a series of
communications issued Thomas W.
Lawson, of this city, who for several
months has been active in securing
proxies from policyholdess in leading
life insurance companies, states that
be is ready and willing to do all in
his power to aid in the passage of the
laws recommended by the Armstrong
investigating comsnittee. Mr. Law-
son issued three letters, one ad-
dressed to the Armstrong committee,
another to the socalled committee of
governors, to Whom he has turned
over all insurance proxies t he has
thus far secured', and a th to the
policyholders themselves. ,
Mir. Lawsostia statement regarding
the proxies he has obtained has been
awaited with interest, in view of the
fact that one of the tiws recom-
mended by the Armstrong committee
wattle invalidate each and every one
of the proxies already secured.
In a communication to the Arm-
strong commues Mr. Lawson says
in part:
"Ott behalf of scores of thousands
of policyholders of the New York
Life and 'Mutual Life Insurance com-
panies, I would respectfully submit:
At an expense of .hundrecle of thous-
ands of dollars I have collected suffi-
cient proxies front policyholders to
give me (up to she present time) con-
trol at the corning election of both
the New York and Mhtual companies.
I have tarnel these over to a com-
mittee composed of governors of
states and equally representative pub-
lic men. My reason for collecting
(Contianed on Page Five.)
CIRCUS MAN
MR? HARRY B. POTTER WILL
LEAVE THIS MORNING
FOR MEMPHIS
He Li This Season With the Sells &
Down Circus That Comes Here
in April.
, ..
, Mr. Havre B. Potter, 'the' well
known carnival man, atrived in the
city yesterday morning mei leaves
today for Memphis, Tenn., after re-
maining here it day on business for
the Sells, & Downs circus with which
he is connected. this season.
Mr. Potter is well known iis this
city, where for many 'seasons the
past six years he Came at the 'head
Of large carnival companies that sup-
plied attractions fee the spring festi-
vals given 'here by the Paducah Car-
nival association. He has been with
Mundy, Ferari and in feet all of the
biggest ones, for yeah,' past. This.
is this first trip here, 'however, for
two years, as during the nee season
he was at till bead of the big City
of Paris company which played to
the largest crowds of any attraction
upon the Pike during the World's
Fair.
!ACTING AT INSTANCE OF
WHICH IS APPAR-
ENTLY CONVINCED * THAT
GERMANY WOULD NOT HES-
ITATE TO PROVOKE WAR.
St. Petersburg, Feb. 27.—Russia
is using all her influence at Perlin to
prevent a rupture between FramOe
atid Germany. Her action has been
taken at the instance of Paris, where
the Reuvier govermnent is apparent-
ly convinced that Germany proposes
to persist in her attitude eren to the
point. of provoking war.
On account of the close relation?
existing between the courts of Bee-
lin and St. Petersburg, it is believed,
in France, that Russia will have
more influence on Emperor William
than any other power. Sernest rep-
resentations • in favor of concessions
tc insure avoidance of an appeal to
arms were accordingly being made
to which Germany replied that she
had no desire MI prowelie war.
Nechttlieless she gave no iedlication
that she proposed to modify her at-
titude,. and Russia's latest adviceh
from Algeciras indicate that practic-
ally all hope of an agreereem has
been abandoned.
Doesn't Expect War.
Although. Count C,assini, bead: of
the Rtissia nrnission, reports that the
conference will be fruitless, he sts-
presses a clegi&d opinion that hos-
tilities will not result.
Russia is mach concerned abort
the situation, as war between Frances
and Germany' would, greatly embar-
rass her. Not only is the Ramie's-
governmetst so engrossed -with the
interior situation as not to be in se
position to offer aid to her ally, but
war would end the possibility of con--
It-acting another. lean in Paris of.
which Russia is ins argent need.
Premier Witte has now become se
distinct advocate of an Anglo-Rus-
sian understanding, and it is under-
stood that negotiation, have been, or
are about to me, reopened in sLon-
don to determine the statue of this
agreement. If they are successful:
a new grouping of the powers will
undoubtedly check Germany's) ambi-
tions. The main obstacle to an un-
deretanding is the dispute regarding
the respective sphere of indluence of
Russia and Great, Britain in Patsie,,.
as the Russians are loath to albandon
their plans for reaching the Persian.
Gulf .
Desiree Peaceful Solution.
London, Feb. 27.—Like Roosevelt,
King Edward. is doing his best to.
being about a peaceful solution of the
Morocco question. He starts for
Parisi Thursday, and. will meet rresi-
dent' Fallieree and Premier Roirrier,
when he will deubtlevs thecuse the
effects of his recent correspondeme
with the kaiser; whern he hae refi-
nicely decided to meet at the- end of
Mardi. Whitelaw _Reid will go to
Paris tomderow 011` his way to the -
South of Frame, where 'he will re-
main a, month.
Mr. Potter is the advance con-
tract and- location man die yeer for
the Sells 8c Down, circus that es in
iiiter quarters at Birmingham, Ala.,
where they play theil ,.perving per-
formate-- she middle at next month.
He alma ahead of the concern mak-
ing contracts for feed, licenses end
other things, and also picking oc.
location, wthereoh the show will
form while in the respective cities-.,
He experts ,the aggregation to get
'here the last week in April, although
the exact date has not yet been set.
While here yesterday and last
night he was met by many of 'his old
friends who are glad to once more
see him.
Might Result he Partition
St. Petersburg,. Feb. 27.—A tee-.
gram from Teheran indicate9 that
considerable interest is mairfeeted in
Persia at the possiihlity ef an Anglo-
Russia nunderstaroding. The Per-
sian . paperd warn the government that
it would reindlthin the partition of'
Persia, and an. A mean% of combat-
ing smith an setcome they urge the.
innnediate introduction of state, re.-
forms miodeled on the Ilritish constie
Neon.
hilAiNIAGERS DISMISSED.
Jude. Holds That Theaters Wert
Discriminated Against.
Looter:Me Feb. 27—Is the police
court yesterday Judge McCann, *NS,.
envied the cases against She man-
agers and mpinyes of the three
theater, e were arrested ler viola-
tions of the Stenday (-toeing. taw.
Indge McCann held that the sins'
glint out of the three theaters was.
discrimination. He. also stated tint
he was not passing upon the validity'
of the Sunday-closing 'law, as that
was not properly brought before hint.
To maths a real test of the law, Judge
MIcCann, said, it %%mild be necessary
to show that the law was realty
natant to be enforced:, and not to
discriminate against, a certain tlias oi
I alleeed offenders,
• st
0
METHODIST
COLLEGE
COMMITTEE HAS DONE MUCH
BUT DOES NOT GIVE
rr "OUT.
Mr. Frank Murphy, of Chicago, Ex-
pected Here Tomorrow on Hotel
Deal—LaCenter Elected
Officers.
_
Yesterday afternoon Chairman H.
C. Rhodes, of the Methodist college
citizen? committee held a meeting of
that body, at which time they talked
over many matters connected with
the project, that are not yet raids'
to divulge any of their plans looking
towards securing the institution.
One thing they are preparing to do,
though, is to institute a campaign for
subscrptions to the big fund that is
needed to locate the college hers.
They are gradually working and
making great headway, but will posi-
tively give nothing out until it is
something in definite form.
Hotel Man Coning.
Mr. Frank NIurphy ic expeited here
tomorrow from Chicago on business
connected with the deal that looks
toward The Palmer and The Ken-
tock-y being sold to a newly organ-
ized company which will be interest-
ed in by Chicago capitalists.
Takes to the Road.
Dr. Rooert story, the physician,
has accepted a traveling position with
a St. Louis medical house, and today
leaves for that city to arrange for
Ii, coming business. He will make
beatilquarters in Nashville, Tenn., and
cover a Southern territory for his
4,44......tirris He came here several years
. sa from Nortonville, Ky.
Basket Factory Saw 11611.
Work of completing the Mergen-
thaler-Eorton basket factory saw
mill is progressing well, everything
now being installed except the cables
for the saws and the cut-off. It is
expected that they will be up and
everything ready for operations with-
in the next ten days, at which time
the company will commence using
the new adjunct that is quite a fine
and valued one.
LaCenter Officers.
The incorporated town of LaCen-
ter, below here on the Cairo division
of the I. C., Monday held- its annual
election of officers, choosing J. Andy
Bauer as president; Stokes Payne.
vice president and general manager.
and Charles E. Jenrings, secretary
atter treasurer. These officers are also
members of the directorate which in
addition includes Harry L. Meyers
and H. H. Loving, of this city, and
Dr. J. D. Rollins, of 1Hopkinsville.
Ky.
STATE Y. M. C. A.
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CONVENTIONS TO BE HELD
BIENNIALLY HERE—
AFTER.
There Was Created a Corrunittee to
Advise With the Executive
Committee.
Me. Pearson Lockwooll yesterday
-morning returned from Lexington,
Ky.. where he has been thi. past week
ettensling the twenty-eighth annual
convention of the Kentucky Young
Men's Christian association which
convened there on Washington's
birthday, the 22nd. and adjourned
Sunday evening.
There wiere Mnivetping over goo
delegates there and] one of the most
successful gatherings ever conducted
participated in. The delegates de-
cided' that inastrstsclh as the associa-
tion work is growing everywhere,
they will hereafter have conventions
only once every two years, instead of
annually heretofore. The intervening
the conventions there. will be held
two conferences, one in. the Eastern
portion of the state and the other in
the Western portion.
lAt present the conventions come
every year but there a* so many
hundreds of people attending that
it is hard for any city to entertain
them all at once. Now by having the
conventions every two years and the
conferences in the intervening year,
it ise believed a division can be tried
and things be conducted ticker.
, And then by having the confer-
ences it is believed more interest and
enthusiasm can be thrown into the
work in the sections eurroun.ling the
point of gathering of the conferees,
as the presence of such are workers
In large ntnnber will act- as a stim-
'this for others to bend their efforts to
gush forward the noble commission
Of that organization and then by
holding the sessions in the western
and eastern parts of the state this
brings the point of assembly closer
than like tangs when the sonventiont
are held in the center part of the
commonwealth.
Another change made by the re-
cent gathering was establishment of
an advisory committee to the execu-
tive committee. This new body will
advise 'with the executive board on
all the matters pertaining to the as-
slOYClation.
Mr. Blake Godfrey, secretary of the
association that flourished here, was
a prime mover in the recent conven-
tion. He is now at the head of the
financial department for the state or-
ganization that needs $13,000 for this
years work, and will 'have no trouble
in procuring same, with such an able
and constantly working head leading
this 'branch of the work He is re-
garded] as one of the leading workers
over Kentucky, where he is widely
known,
PAINTOOURRIMISE
THIS WILL BE ORDERED
BY FISCAL COURT
IN APRIL.
The Interior Has Been Put In First
Class Shape and Now Finishing
Touches Are Necessary.
It is more than probable that the
county courthouse will this spring
receive the badly needed coat of
painting both on the inside and out-
side, as exxpressions front all officials
are towardis rhis. end. This would
put in tirst class shape the public
building that is frequented by hun-
dreds every dlay.
The past simuner and winter the
overhauled' and handeomely im-
proved, there being converted into
excellent and beautiful quarters the
interior of the building has been
rooms occupied by the different au-
thorities, and which quarters have
not been an overwhelming credit or
•matter of pride to the occupants they
have not received the proper atten-
tion from the artists, for some years.
Now that the inside, though, is in
excellent condition, the fiscal court
at its session in April will order it
painted both inside and outside.
These combint-d improvements will
then put the building in good shape
for many years to come.
It is anione than probable that with-
in the next few years there will be
brought up and placed before the
people, the question of voting bonds
for construction of a new and op-to-
date court house. The present one
has good since long before the war,
and has about served its usefulness
CUT VALUE DOWN
JUDGE LIGHTFOOT REDUCES
DOCK ASSESSMENT
TO $5,000.
Supervisors This Year Made $308,coo
More Raises Than They Did for
z9o5 Tax.
CAPITAL STOCK
COLUMBIA CONCERN WILL IN-
CREASE IT FROM $15,000
TO $25,coo.
James Tucker Says He Is in Sikes-
ton, Isfo , if Anyboily Wants
Him—Clerk's Office.
In the county clerk's office yester-
day were filed documents stating the
capital stock of the Colombia Man-
ufacturing company of Mechanics-
burg was raised from $15,oce to
$25,000 and the increase distributed
as follows between the stockholders:
&hyoid Roos, Jr., 25 glares; E. P.
Gilson, to shares; Finis E. Lock,
to shares; W. B.. Palau's, lo sitares4
James A. Rudy, ro shares, and Rich-
ard Rudy, to shares. This company
is the one buying out the Rex con-
cern Slat manufactured. picture
frames, moolffings, etc.
He's the Man.
4 tail
County Clerk Hiram Smedley yes-
terday received a letter from James
Tucker, of Sikeston, Mo., in which
the writer stated he underistoodl he
was being looked for in order that
there could be divided property left
by his parents. He said his mother
was a Martha Britian and .married
John Tucker, and that if he was
wanted they knew where do find him.
The clerk knows nothing of any-
body looking for Tucker on business
connected with an estate settlement
Judge Lightfoot yesterday an-
nounced that he had decided to re-
duce from $7,500 to $5,000 the assess-
ment of the Paducah Dry Docks
property at foot of Jefferson street,
for county and state tax purposes.
The order will be made today. The
company gave in the. property at
$2,5oo to' the county assessor when
the latter was valuing holdings of
property for tax purposes. The board
of county supervisors raised this to
$7..500. and the dock people appealed
to Judge Lightfoot who now orders
it cut down- to $3,000.
'Several other protests were filed
before Judge Lightfoot by parties ap-
pealing from raises the supervisors
made to their property. These pro-
tests were also se for yesterday, but
had to be postponed on account of
the complainants being unable to at-
tend court.
Yesterday County Clerk Hiram
Srmiriley finished counting up the
ises made by the county super-
visors during thisir six weeks session
the first of this year. The recapitula-
tion shows the supervisors made an
increase of $264,o65 to land assess-
ments;4$229,37o to town lots and
$145,315 to personalty, making a total
raise of $638,750. For I 9o5 the
raises made by the board, were $78,-
on land; .211,615 on town lots
and $140.205 on personalty, a total
of $430,770.
These figures by comparison show
the board this year made raises of
more than $2113,oeio in excess of ghat
increases were effected for the 1905
taxation.
Bedford, Feb. 27—The grand
jiffy once more took up the Schafer
murder ease today at the request of
Prosecutor Fletether. The community
is 'hopeful that the present investi-
gation at least will give some clew.
.51101=1.111MMIOS 
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phones 355
Office hours 8 to to a. m., z to 3
p. m. and 7 to p. m.
Property Sold.
Property lying in the Wonten addi-
tion to the city has been transferred
by George Huston to E. W. Whit-
temore for $1 and other considera-
tions, and the deed filed for record
with the county clerk yesterday.
Nettie L. Price bought from W.
B. Walters for $1,000, property on
the west side of Fourth, between
Norton and Husbands streets.
Oharles Truebeart sold to Nelson
Vaughan for $198, property lying in
the county.
James P. Segerifelter void to Eliza
bet% W. Tandy for $i *Ad. other
considerestions, property at Twelfth
and Broadway
Mrs. M. II. Williamis bought from I
Fannie Allard for $2,o0o, property at
Fifth and Harrison streets,.
L. D. Sandens sokit to T. M.
Collier for $211, property at Eighth
and Harris 'streets.
Licensed to Marry People.
L. M. Rice, of the Cumberland
Presbyterian church, was granted a
license empowering him to marry
People.
licensed to Wed.
The clerk issued marriage licenses
to the following: Otto E. Gross,
aged 23, of St. Louis, and Theresa
F. If =met, aged 23, of this city;
Jesse Deadmart, aged 21, and Mande
Faulkner, aged 21, of Marion, Ill.
RAVISHING CHARGE.
warrant Against Berry Smith, Col-
ored, Comes Up Today.
Berry Smith, colored, wassaoraign-
ed before .Judge Sanders in the o-
lice court yesterday morning on the
charge of raping Nancy Smith, we
of George /Smith, at whose (home the
accused boarded. Witnesses not be-
ing all present the judge continued
the proceeding over until today, when
i it will be taken up. Berry Smith
was brought in from Fulton yester-
day morning, 'he having been arrest-
ed there.
Gabe Fletcher and Jones Smith.
colored, were each fined $5 and coats
for engaging in a fight.
Will Carter mats fined $1 and cots
for being drunk out cos the streets.
LUMBER FIRM.
Messrs. Faust Sell Their Interest in
the A. B. Smith Concern.
•
Mir. A. B. Smith, of the A. B.
Smith Lumber Company, has bought
the interests of his two partners,
Messrs. Carl L. and J. H. Faust, who
will embark in the same business,
and are now preparing to open their
headquarters in the fraternity build-
ing. The Messrs. Faust have been
the managers of the Smith concern
that will hereafter be conducted by
Mir Smith alone.
ROGERS REPORTED ILL,
BUT WORKS ALL TIMF.
New York, Feb. 247.—Henry II
Rogers, who was eported ill 'soh
cn-rhosiir of the liver, was at his of-
fice working hard today, and has
been there each day thaw week.
NexttoWashingilishos
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a
Hot) Water or Steam System
Only one fire then needed an d no dust or ashes in the living
rooms Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both Phones 201. 132 South F ourth St.. 325 Kentucky Avenue.
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
We Write Anything in Insurance
Office; .306 Broadway Phones:Office 385—Residence (696
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
:=1=0;fr.ir vAltsigirmaAse170/MAL AN P PRICE LT
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT. 
•
IEDG 'It W. WIRITTEMOILIC. P•414sesh,
1
AT
• Che Buffet 40
107 SOUTH1FOURTH STREET
W. C. -Gray, proprietor.
• 
FINE 014) WINES AND WHISKIES.
Everything seasonable in the eatable line served to order. A
fine noonday lunch for as cents.
 
LIINOBBY
VALS!
COATS IN TANS AND BLACK
IN COVERTS AND SERGE
Twn-Ls. IFOU NEED ONE
FOR COLD AAYS.
SKIRTS
IN ALL THE NEWEST STYLES
AND EFFECTS.
ESPECIALLY PRETTY STYLES
IN LONG AND ELBOW
SLEEVES
PERCALES FOR SHIRT WAIST
SUITS.
MADRAS FOR SHIRT WAIST
SUITS.
LINENS FOR SHIRT WAIST
SUITS
A STIRRING LINE OF SILKS
FOR SHIRT WAIST SUITS
Chiffon Veilings, Silk Eolienne,
Silk Down, Wool Tarnme, Cream
Serges, French Serge', Florid! Cloth,
Wool Burgaline, Fancy Check Serge.
in Black and White All these are
nobby for street costumes.
A SPECIAL WHITE QUILT IN
EXTRA LARGE SIZE THAT
WILL PLEASE YOU ASK TO
SE IT .
PRICES THE LOWEST FOR DE
PENDABLE MERCHANDISE
L. B. Ogilvie Gs Co
AGENTS FOR BUT TERICK PATTERNS
'9
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, - - Residence Phone 736
-
4sa4ePes4alse•4•444.4.444-0411414444)
J COULSON,
...P LOMBING...
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133 5 Itroadtpv.
114.44-4-P+4-4-4-44.4-4-0.4.4.4.6.14.+++4.11
„The Largest Fortunem.
Is made up of single dollars
Open an account today
at this bank and,
lay the found-
ation for
...YOUR FORTUNE...
You can start for $1. We pay four
: : : per cent. compound interest : : :
MECHANICS
and
FARMERS
SAVINGS BANK,
- -227 - -
Broadway,
•
o
oe-
BISHOP WOODCOCK
SENDS OUT WORDS OF EN-
0OURAGEMENT TO FLOCK.
His First Year in Kentucky Full of
Pleasant and Blessed Things
Your .bishop has entered uokrii a
-erecond yea,, of service arming
The past year is so full of pleasant
, and blessed things worth remember-
, that it would be ungracious and
ungrateful to remain silent. No one
ever experienced a more cordial wel-
come or loyal support. The gener-
ous land unfaltering co-operetion of
the clergy and of the laity have made
it a pleasure to work in Kentucky. It
l.asoiczi inpre than an 49110r , to
serve you for you have made it a
genuine happiness. Your bishop has
but one message at 'the opening of
this new year of co-labors, and that
message is °ire of the highest en-
couragement arid most 'heartfelt thank
fulniese. To sum up all—a yea of
work, not a day of misgiving, not an
hoar of disappointment nor a mo-
ment of regret.
And now we faoe the coming year
with its malty and splendid possibil-
ities. No cloud mars the prospect,
no overshadowing discouragement be-
dims our ptwpose. The past year is
now an inhecitanoe and an encourage
went. It is more than a memory for
it is so vivid as to remair. an inspir-
ation. In our look ahead no faint
heartediness shall hold us back as we
gird ourselves for the coming year.
Into the untried and unseen your
bishop does not fear to go if you go
with 'him. Let us make the coming
year the beat of all—a living hope
and a faithful effort.
SUER ON NOTE
POWELL-ROGERS SUED J H
NEVVMAN FOR Cgs 75
Sheriff John Ogilvie Sold Kline Out-
fit to Lawyer Kahn for the
(keen Company.
• •••••• •
In .the circuit court yesterday the
, Powell-Rogers coinpany fikd gun
,„against J. H. Newman for $195.73
-claimed due on a note defendant ex-.
• ,ecuted to plaintiff in payment of
goods bought.
Trustee's Report.
Yesterday in the bankrupt court
of Referee E. W. Bagby there was
filed a report by Trintee Arthur Mar
• tin of the Dryfus Brothers bankrupt
estate. The document shows the
sale of two lots of ground the bank-
rupts owned at Yonkers, New York,
and which were dirposed of by the
trtastee who made a trip for that pur-
pose to New York several weeks ago.
Sold Mattress Outfit.
At  !he sale of Sheriff John Ogilvie
yesterday the- Kline mattress outfit
was bought by Lawyer Oscar Kahn
who represented the C. L. Green
company that held a mortgage on the
propergy arid lad gotten judgment
or $1,100 against Kline for machin-
sold the latter. Lawyer Kahn
in th eoutfit for ;alio It
d been appraised for $700.
Jodie touched Up.
Justiee ()barley F-mery yesterday
rted Jodie Robertson $1 and costs
for using insulting kinguage 'toward..
a colored woman several miles from
.,this city on the Cairo pike, several
weeks ago. They are colored.
Appeal Them All.
14'r. George H. Goodman 'has re-
tenured from Mayfield where he went
to attend trial of the remaining
cases against him, but Judge Gard-
ner conainued all over until next Fri-
(lay, when Mr. Goodman goes back.
Mr. Goodman intends appealing
every case in which he 'has been fined
to the circuit court, and does not
think he will have any trouble de-
_ feating them. Ile has been fined in
- only five. Theft Cries are the ones
'charging 'him with violating the local
..option law, of Mayfield by shipping
whisky into that city.
WORD FROM DOC.
SENTINEL SOLI
WAS OWNED BY TAGGART
CHAIRMAN NATIONAL DEM-
OCRATIC cotalmirrEE.
Was a Political Organ and Lost
Much Money—No Democratic
Paper at Indianapolis.
Indianapolis, Feb. 27.—The passing
of the Indianapolis Sentinel, for
more than half a century the political
organ of the Indiana Democrats, to
the control of the News and the com-
ing abandonment of the daily issue
and the changing of the Sunday
p4or to News,
hair created a great deal of. interest
throughout the state, especially as the
change leaves the party without a
newspaper in the largest city in the
state. There arc three among the
Democrats who question if, under
present condition', the party could
sustain a newspaper at all, but others
believe that the incoming of new men
and the publication of a paper which
would not be the personal organ of
any man would result in securing a
eaterests cd that portion of the homi-
ness- district, inasamich as it would
be the only coffee house on Broad-
way out beyond Second street.
Mr. Morbell has been proprietor of
The Palmer her for several years,
but wants to occupy the Brunswick
building. A number of people in
speaking of the idea say that part of
the city is one traversed daily by
thousands of ladies and children, and
that a grogshop should not flourish
right in the center of the town, bet
be lower dbwn on Broadway, or
around ota some side street.
Mr. Moshe!l will place before the
City hoards next week his request for
permission to open at this number,
but a petition with many hundred's of
names will .be up against his applica-
tion.
The Brunswick is the place up over
which the skating rink and Wes
Flower's dance hall flourish.
Building.
Monday evening the Elks' Building
company met at the Hotel Laganiar-
ssno and they spent some time do-
easing the report of Messrs. Lago-
marsitio and Dick Davis, who last
week went to Mennahis, Tenn., and
looked over the new home put up
there by this Elks so they could get
some idea of the furnishings, neces-
sary to equip a structure of The kind.
The ideas gleaned will be of service
when it comes to furnishing the Pa.
good circulation, and he follewed ilticah hom
e that will be completed
ultimately by a party organ on alatxt fall. 
It is estimated that about
permanent and paying basis. $7,000 will be necessary t
o properly
Not Much of a Temptation. 
frrnish the Padticalh budding.
The newspaper business in this city
ha.s for years been regarded by busi-
ness men as specially hazardous to
capita). For more than twenty years
the Indianapolis Journal moved along
with a circulation of less than 20,o00.
It was a clean, well-edited paper and
commanded gocd prices for advertis-
ing, and them enabled it to live. Dur-
ing this period the Sentinel had a
circulation of from 12,000 to 15,000,
but received much less for its adver-
tising apace. By carrying on a job
office in connection with the paper,
John Shoemaker managed to make
some money out of it. He sold it to
Will Craig and she job office was sold
to other persons, and from that time
the publication has been a loser of
money. When Samuel Morss, its
most versatile editor, was killed by
falling from a third-story window of
the Sentinel buriding, the paper was
1123re than $aoo,000 in debt, with as-
sets lees than half that amount.
Taggart As a rector.
In the settlement of his affairs,
Thonzas Thwart, National Denao-
ceatic chairman, became one of the
petocipat owners. It was assumed
that his popularity would bring the
Sentinel at once to the front ao an
organ, but the paper did not prove
more prosperous under hiss than un-
der his predecessors, and it is no
secret among his friends that it was
a losing venture. In the meantime,
an important change had come to the
newspaper field in this city. Harry
S. New sold the Journal to Mr. Fair-
banlas„Delavan Smith and. Char's
Henry, who paid $210,000 for rhe
property. One year sufficed for the
new owners and the Journal was sold
to the .Star and passed out of exist-
ence.
A few Democrats say that a new
paper will be established here.. before
rhe state campaign opens. A repre-
sentative of 1WiNiam R. Hearst has
been here looking over the field, but
the party Feeder, clo not want the
Hearst kind of organ here, and are
open in their opposition to it. With-
in the past few days there have been
several conferences of Democrats
over the situation, arid out-of-town
newspaper men were present, and the
outlook is not as promising as could
be hoped.
SALOON
PRO TESTED
BOB MCYSHELL WANTS TO
OPEN ON BROADWAY
NEAR FIFTH.
Knights of Pythisi Start Protesting
Petition That Will Be Presented
to Everybody.
At Monday night's meeting of th
e
Knights of Pythias lodge three wa
s,
started a petition that will be handed(
May Come Back Here. May Go to t in te °
le council and aldermen next
Mexico, and then may stay week,
 ;Jeotesting against those public
in Wewoka. bodies 
permitting Robert Moshell to
open a saloon in the building now
Yeaterdhy morning friend* here re- occupie
d on Broadway, near Fifth COLORS IN BURLAPS.. 
ALSO HANDSOME WOOD 
EFFECTS IN
reived letters from Dr. H. T. Hessig, ,street, 
.by the Brunawicle howling
stating that he had' located in Wei- alley% A
ll the lodge members signed JAPAN
ESE FIBRE, ALL COLORS. 
THE VERY LATEST ns-
woka, Indian Territory, and also dat the docu
ment, which will be elm-
sometime this week be uld either lated 
amongst everybody in the tarsi- 
SIGNS IN ALL NEW PAPER
& WE ALSO CARRY A FULL L
INE
return here and settle up ,h49 bank- ness distri
ct, opposing the grogshop OF BEADING.. ROOM 
MOULDING, PICTURE FRAMES
. WIN-
ruptcy business, go on to Old Mex-
ico, or remain in Weavoke. He said
that he was undecided.
Held for laud Frauds.
Mankano, Minn., Feb., 22 —James
Meehan, Abraham Catlin, John D.
'Hildengorf, P. R. Stiles and Henry
Greats of Triumph were arraigned on
the. charge of haviag made false
affidavits to the final proofs in home-
stead entries made by them in the
Cliambertain, S. D., lead district. Al!
' ;.-.
Subscribe for the Daily Register.
Delivered to your borne for so cents
a week.
Mardi Gras At New Orleans.
For the above occasion, the Illinois
Central Railroad company will sell
tickets from Paducah to New Or-
leans and return at $15.65 for the
round-trip, tickets to be sold Feb-
ruary 21st., to 26th., inclusive, and
good returning until March 3rd., with
privilege of extention until March
17th., by depositing ticket and upon
the payment of so cents additional.
For further information apply to,
J. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIED,
T. A.. Union r-not.
GET THIS BEAUTIFUL
COLORED PICTURE FREE
Splencrad Reproduction, in Sixteen
Tints, of a Celebrated Painting.
Every pees's, woo seials one dol-
lar to pay for a year's sdbacription to
the Twice-a-Week Republic, of St.
Loyis, iffp., and Farm Progress, will
receive, absolutely free, a beautiful
colored picture, 24 by 32 inches in
dimensions, entitled The Departure
of the Bridle from the Home of
Washington." This picture is a
direct reproduction from the cele-
brated painting by Ferris. Sixteen
colors were employed in the process
It is made on a fine, heavy paper, and
will make, when framed and hung,
a magnificent ornament for the home,
it possesses an uncommon interest to
every American, as the cerrtrIl figure
in it is George Washington, standing
at the portal of his Virginia home,
bid-ling adieu to he bride and bridge-
groom. The color work is highly or-
nate and correct in every detail, as
are the character representations,
costumes, -
Time Twice-a-Week Republic is the
oldest and best semi-weekly family
paper in the country, and Farm Prog-
ress, wirrich is also published by The
Republic, is he fastest-growing farm
monthly in America. Remember.
 Room tte Fraternity Buildin
g.
that you get both of these splend
id New Phone lit. Old Pho
ne 303.
joursega an entire year, and the beau-
tiful big colored picture, all for only
one dollar.
Present subscribers may take ad-
vantage of this offer, by sending a
dollar and having their time marked
up a year. The Republic hereby
gives notice that this offer may be
withdrawn at any time, and those
who wish the picture should send in
subseripticats at once.
Remit by postoffice or express
money order, registered letter or
hank draft. Do not send personal
checks. Write nansea and addresses
plainly, and address.
SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT,
The Republic, St. Louis, Mo.
Low Rate to Louisville.
On account of the meeting of the
department of Superintendence-Na-
tional Education Association at Lou-
lisvill
e, the Illinois Central Railroad
company will sell tickets February
424th, 25th and 26th from Paducah at
!$6.95 for the round trip, good re-
turning until March 4th.
For further information apply to
DONOVAN, Agent,
Ptaducah, Ky
G. C WARFIELD, T. A
T.
•
Union Depot.
One-Way Colonists.
One the same date, one-way sec-
ond class tickets will be sold at re-
duced rates to similar territory, and
to Montana, Utah, Washington and
Oregon; also to San Francisco, Los
Angeles and San Diego, Cal., and to
Prescott and Phoenix, Ariz.
Poe further. information apply to,
Y. T. DONOVAN,
Agent, Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD,
T. A., Union Depot.
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truahart Nvidint•
Rock, Rye
41 Hooey
Compound
Not a drink, but a siessonabk prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
arid colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50e and 1111. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORKS.
7h &
 Jackson Its. phone sr
& Clay Sts, phone 311.
OLIVER, OLIVER & WOREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICE: Benton. Ky., rear hank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Special Sale
On Wall Paper.
•
at this location.
The Pythians have their lodge
in the Campbell Wilding that sits o
n
Broadway near Fifth, and only twen-
ty feat from the bowling alley whic
h
is preparing to close out its business
and quit. The lodge members s
ay
existence of a saloon tt the number
in question is detrimental to the
ir
secret order so closeby, and also tha
t
it would he a retandl to the commer
-
cial- interests of that portion of the
,biasiriese district, inavnruch as i
t
would be a retard to the conm
sexcial
THE GREATEST BARGAINS 
IN WALL PAPER THAT HAS
EVER BEEN OFFERED TO T
HE PUBLIC. YOU CAN PAPER
A ROOM, SIDE WALL, CEILI
NG AND BORDIat TO MATCH
FOR THE sema. SU:d OF ON
LY 65 CENTS. NICE PLAIN Ft
RAL DESIGNS THAT OT
HERS ARL SELLING AT 6 CENTS
ROLL, WE WILL SELL YOU
 AT ONLY x%c PER SINGLE ROLL
OR 3 \CENTS PER DOUBLE 
ROLL, ALL NEW AND BEAUTIFU
L
DESIGNS- ALSO NICE HAND
SOME DESIGNS AT ec, roc, zsc, 20
e
AND UP TO $3.00 PER SINGLE ROLL, ALL K
INDS, ALL PRICES
TO SUIT THE PEOPLE. NEW
 PA NELL EFFECT, ING1RA1
lat
DESIGNS IN CORNICE A
ND—EVERY CONSIEVEAIII.E 
COI-
OR AND LOVELY AFFRING
ED BORDERS TO MATCH. 
ALL
DOW SHADES, CANVAS. TACKS.
AND BUILDING AN DROOPING
PAPERS. :ALL AND SEE OUR N
ICE LINE OF SAMPLES 
AND
BE CONVINCED THAT WE WILL
 TREAT YOU RIGHT 
AND
IIIVR YOU THE WIT VALUES FOR
 THE MONEY.
a-C.,1_1P3HI
Corner 3rd & Kentucky Ave.i
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
S. P. POOL. L. 0. STEPHENSCN.
PADUCAH UNDERTAKING CO.
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS
BOTH PHONES
NO. no
303-305 S. THIRD ST..
PADUCAH, KY.
Paducah Transfer Company
(Incorporated.)
General Cartage Business,
Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones it
P.11 Fitzpatrick, Supt.
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 FraternitABWiTg
••••••
224 Broadway,
Fir st:-Clasis
Watch Work
Y EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable.
- . PADUCAH, KY.
OUR ELECTRICAL AID
MACHINE DEPARTMENT
123 N. FOURTH ST.
Foremafl Bros, Novelty Co
PHONES 757 Incorporated.
 •
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paducuth, KentuclRy.
Capital and Surplus $155,ocio
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G.
 W. ROBERTSON. V. PRI*
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicits you
r deposits. Pays 4
per cent pa annum on time certificate of deposits
.. Safety boxes in firs
proof vault for rent at S3 to ho per year as 
to sise. You carry your owa
key and no one but yourself has access.
We Offer MAO Reward
TO ANY PERSON HAVING THEI
R WATCH REPAIRED BY US
THAT DID NOT PROVE ENTIRELY
 SATISFACTORY.
We make this offer not only to insure that
 we are not only the CHEAP-
EST, but the BEST Watchmakers snd M
anufacturing Jewelers in Padre.
cah.
We also sell Elgin or Waltham Watches 
with 20 year case for lid.
Credit to those who want it.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR M
ONEY REFUNDED.
LOOK AT OUR WINDOW DISPLAY 
FOR MORE BARGALNAe
REPAIRING DEPARTMENT.
....We pride ourselves in this department,
 which turns out our work
promptness, BEST OF WORKMANSHI
P and at prices which defy
competition. We make a specialty in rep
airing Fine French Glocks,
and English Hall Chime Clocks. Clacks 
called for and delivsred at.
your request. We do Gold and Silve
r plating at short notice and short,
prices. Diamonds reset while you wait. 
We will take 'in exchange for,
any purchase any OLD GOLD and StLV
ER which you have no
for, giving you full market value for same, whe
els is about its same
giving you New Goods for Old Goods.
Ufa.
WATCH GLASSES PREE IN OUR 
OPEN/NG, TO ALL WATC,NEB,
LEFT TO REPAIR AT THESE RED
UCED PRICES FOlk
30 DAYS ONLY.
Watches cleaned and examined  75c up. 
Watch }lands
New Mainspring, best quality 75c up. 
Watch Glasses toe up.
New Case or Hairspring 75c Up. W
atch Kier,
New Jewels, whole or cover 5oc up
.
We al.e the cheapest in 'latch and Jewelry repair
iag in Paducah. All
work guaranteed for one year. Highest price paid
 foe Old Gold and
Silver. 11111111111V,1 •
A. POLLOCK,
-••••••.••••••• 
.mme
Watch Maker; Manufactur in )eweler and Opticia
n.
NEW PHONE, zi3 R 640 ZROADWAY, 
PADUCAH,
'Credit to Iti)se who need .s
V
•
••111.
THE REGISTER
PUBLISHED BY THE
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO..
(Incorporated)
iht !register Building, 523 Broadway.
JAMES E. WILIlitLal, President.
JOHN wrumm, Treasurer.
ROBERT S. WILHELM, Secre
tary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
a c
ab, Ky., as iteccradsclass mail matter.
One Year 
Six Months  2.50
Three Months   1.25
One Week  .10
Anyone failing to receive this paper
regularly should repart ths matter to
The Register office at once. Tele-
phone Cumberlaud
• , r t, 
Wedinaday blemiimL Feb. a, 1906.-
A distinguis 'I cl, alderman of Padu-
. . . 
.
calh has brok tato pemt in regar
d
to the lightitil tiroposition, and 
is
di-sposed to critciSe and to take i
ssue
with The Reg/star on the question.
We welcome tte opportunity -to dem-
onstrate to the. people that some men
are, Perhaps, more successful with a
saw mill than where engaged in a
newspaper controversy, and in our
next issue swill ftirnish the public
with a few nuts to crack on the sub-
ject.
The Rescue Minion.
Every individual in a community
vvhose aim and object is eo do good
is of much value to the public. Like-
/mese every institution having for its
object the bet:.erment of manicind is
of still greater value to the com-
munity. Every city has its schools,
its 'hospitals and its churches, but not
all of them, the size of Paducah have
a Rescue Mission. In this respect
Paducah ,has been peculiarly fortun-
/ 
ate first in having a faithful man
• 
and1 his wife in charge, and second.
• iti the good results that 'bave been
°bonne&
Like rnany institutions, especially
of such character, a cirsis comes to
its affairs. Far years it has been
stationed at an ideal location, but
•,stow it las the alternative of either
buying the property or roosting it.
A movement has been inaugurated
to buy the property and the money is
being raised by popular subscription.
Certain well known men of high
character have consented to act as
directors and have formed a body
corporsee for the. purpose of perpet-
uating the Rescue Mission, and the
superintendent haa begun a canvass
for subscriptions br donations to the
worthy cause, but he finds his task
do be of larger dimensions than first
'anticipated. In other words the re-
'mouses. are not as liberal as they
should be to insure the success of
the movement.
,Paducalh has its churches and char-
ity organizations, but as a factor for
doing good among the fallen and
the outcasts, we doubt if the work
accomplished in those bodies exceed
that which may be credited to 'the
Rescue Mission. Under certain con-
dorms the members of the churches
and charity clubs come in contact
'with the muse fittiftstunate of the
city's poptilatiOW but it is orgy for a
season. Those in charg; of
/mission are constantly in contact
wtth that ekment and therefov in a
position to exercise a good inftuericP
over them and to kad them to a bet-
ter life. To (rescue the perishing
and to care for .the -dying is the work
Vi the Rescue Mission. Paducah
needs such an institution, but it can-
iiot exist except upon the bounty of
the citizense at large. Those who
are directly benefitte,d by the mission
cannot contribute to its support.
'That sopport must come from the
kind-hearted public Which indirectly
obtaitri mush good from its work.
Therefore The Register feels that it
may call the attention of the people
to the conditions surrounding the in-
stitution anti to urge upon all so dis-
posed, to not delay in making known
their interest in the movement now
being pushed by Rev. Chiles and his
_associates.
The Owensboro Inquirer has just
installed a new press to meet the
growing circulation of that ablY ed-
ited independent dernocentic news-
paper. It has also add-cd }another
linotype to its mechanical depart-
ment which now gives it one of the
best equipped newspaper plants west
.4:if
The Inquirer ha
e st
tnibirt of incal-
zonve..
ridable value to the city of ()wens-
boro, for it is always tas be found on
the. side of the law, morality and de- I
cency, fearless in its criticisms of
ptiblic officials and an enemy to :
questionable political methods. That
The Inquirer has Prospered speaks
well for the intelligence and appre-
ciation theof  good citivens of 
that
city; and is but a just reward _to a
tit wspoLier that will Stand up 
and
show its independence? —
Quite a number of people in Padu-
cah are "intelligent people, 'th
inking
people and people ..etho know what
they • want" about as well as 
some
people who have only been in 
the
thy a few short -years'. But 
that's
anothet story,.
The building of a Jeew rail
road
from Cairo to Nashville via 
Mayfield
and Murray will do much to 
develop
the Pin-chase counties.
There seems to be no let u
p in
Tom Lewson's fight on the 
trusts
and other Wall street fina
nciers.
.Whot Tommy has already done t
o
them ha.s cost tahrm millions of dol-
lars. •
The more the people discuss 
the
street lightirig contract the 
greater
their indignation over the 
action of
the aldermen.
Shyster Lawyers and Reform.
(St. Louis Republic.)
Protest in ;Baltimore against 
the
common or garden Variety 
of shyster
lawyer in general and the 
particular
species known ae ambulance 
chaser
has taken the form of a 
proposed
measure entitled the Pratt Shy
ster
Lawyer Bill, which is just now the
subject of cOrssiderable discussion.
Its provisions are interesting:
Whoever, for his own gain.
and -having no existing relation-
ship or interest id the issue,
directly or intiirectly, solicits an-
other to sue at law or, in equity,
or to make a litigious claim.,' or
to retain his own or another's
services in so suing or making
a litigious claim; or whoevcr be-
ing an attorney * law, know-
ingly prosecutes a case in which
his services have been retained
as a result of such solicitation;
Or institutiesCatte: woe Without
authority, or Whoever, being an
attorney at law, directly or indi-
rectly agrees to procure another
to be employed as arb expert wit-
ness, or otherwise, or procures
another to be so employed in
consideration of his so solicit-
ing litigious business, or under-
taking tp solicit it, or in any
other wily .compensates or agrees
to compensate another for so do-
ing, shall, upon coirriction there-
of, be punished by a fine of not
more than $5oo or by imprison-
ment in jail for not more than
three months, or by both. Any
solicitation as aforesaid shall be
prima fade evidence that the
person so soliciting ie doing so
for gain. The term attorney ad
law shall include counselor at
law; provided, that nothing here-
in contained shall impair or ef-
fect the disciplinary powers of
the courts of this, State over at-
torney' and counselors at law ap-
pearing and practicing in the
same.
It is observed that this measure,
howevcr drastic, imposes no hard-
ship upon the lawyer who does no
soli.,-it; its aim being to reach the
fkfurishitvg sh-ystetrs who maintain
ambulance chasers and make a busi-
ness of .drilling perjurers. That
therc• are such flourishing - shysters
ir every big city, including St. Louis,
is incontestable. The bench and the
tar know thcm. And esat the shys-
ter business of this and every other
class ought to be practically checked
is a conviction of the profession
generally. It is - worth noticing that
the business of (ambulance chasing is
not confined. solely to lawyers, who
seek the plaintiff's side of the con-
tention against corporations. The
.-firporationts *emaciates have bleen
known to be guilty of employing
shrewd claim agents who tild lithe
same kind of "dirty work." ler t
in St. Louis many Members 'dr-the
profession- are familiar with the fact
that "ambulance chasing" has been
done.on, behalf of great corporations.
A Baltimore lawyer, Mr. Fheegel,
criticising - the Vroposied shyster meas-
ure. charges that certain Baltimore
corporations employ mile parasites to
pursue 'helpless victims of accidents
and make them sign releases. He
cites one illustrative incident of a
woman who was induced to sign
"while sell under the influence of an
!anaesthetic." A law against "ambu-
lance chasing" ought to deal with
this class of offenders as well.
A weeding out of the allysters gen-
erally and the enactment tof laws
dealing with more flagrant loinds of
shyster's would he an impeitant re-
form jn line with the better tenden-
cies of the day, but if snarl% reform
is accomplished honest lawyers must
first overcome their relirclance to
making an issue against lien cArrupt
brethren. The complaint constant
ly jn the moutfht of hon.* lawyers
against the jacklegs, but hone of the
SUREINGONIES
FOR FOUR YEARS
Whole Foot Nothing But Proud Flesh
— Tried Different Physicians and
All Kinds of Ointments— Coyld
Walk Only With Crutches—Ohio
Man Says:
" CUTICURA REMEDIES
THE BEST ON EARTH"
"In the year 1899 the side of my
tight foot was cut off from the IlittW
toe down to the heel, an
who
Phrlielan
alaarge rd me
was tr blowup
the ' my feet,
but HO success.
Mien out
.44 thas it wtirk,
he to
heal wood spth
ailichbeli~llant,
until at last my whole
foot and wig up
above m cat! e — WM
• nothing but proud
flesh. I suffered un-
told agonies for four years, and tried
different physicians and all kinds of oint-
ments. I could walk only with eruteheil.
It Is sixteen_ moths ago since I began
'iseng Cuticura Soap and Ointment for
my limb and foot. The first two
months the Cuticula Remedies did MS
seem to INglt, but I kept on using thus
both. In two weeks afterwards I Milt a
change in my limb. Then I began using
Cuticura Soap and Ointment often dur-
ing the day and kept it up for seven
months, when my limb was healed up
just the same as if I never had trouble.
"It is eight months now since I
stopped using Cuticura Remedies, the
best on God's earth. I am working
at the present day, after five years
of suffering. •The cost of Cuticura
Ointment and Soap was only $6;
but the doctors' bills were more like
$600. You can publish my name and
neer any one to write/to rue about
Cuticura Remedies. I will answer all
letten if postage is enclosed. John M.
Lloyd, 718 S. Arch Ave., Alliance, Ohio,
June 27, 1905." .
essissea assessi eel hional Trambeiat wirya n
Ilanse, bon Make Iii leMilaill. [MPS elb AIR
IMilirtzt Cusissesr... 11e....tirvic. 1111-41
Dew It MI , 43-7.fr C
larnsiVIWA. 'Hew to Curs'EUtialisil
"a
good me nappear willing to cast the
first stone. Clean men should un-
dertake to clean one their honrirabL
profession, to disbar and to prose-
cute the rascals and carry forward
a crusade for higher standarcle. They
should either demonstrate the cour-
age of their convictions or they
should cease the very cornirnon pro-
test against the degrading of their
STRIKE OFF AT
MARINE PLANTS
PROPRIETORS OF WAYS AND
DOCKS FINALLY WIN*
THEIR POINT
The Union Men Have Declared the
Strike Off and Are Willing to
Return to Work.
After remaining out,,,,, for eight
months the ship caulkers and carpen-
ters 'have called, off the strike alravist
the Paducah marine ways and the
Ohio Valley-Dock company and have
agteed to return to work for these
concerns...which fhave bocn employ-
ing non-union men since the union-
ists walked out last summer. The
action of the union meant a victory
for the proprietors of the -two plants.
Up until the first of. last July ap-
p-entice boys 1:ad been -spinning the
oakum used by the caulkers at all
the marine plants in the city. The
first of that month on renewing their
annual contracts with the companies
the .caulkers wanted *e privilege of.
spinning their Own oakum, claiming
the boys did not do it properly, and
this caused. Sherri mudh extra 'trouble
respinning it themselves. The
marine ways and Ohio Volley docks
refused to )et the caulkers do this
and the union men struck, phile the
[ship carpentirs refused tot:work at
these plants out of sympathey for the.
striking counters.
.The plande have been working
ever since then, however, with a full
force of non-union men, while those
striking caulkers and carpenters
o.isho did not get positions elsewhere
drew their $5 weekly benefit accord-
ed all strikers while they are out by,
the international organization. Both
sides refused to give in, however,
until. yesterday when the caulkers
notified the proprietors or these two
plants that the strike had been call-
ed off and the unionists would re-
turn to work if there was any need
for their servio
The 'docks of Young TaytOr at the
foot of Jefferson street was the only
plant !signing the new agreerent last
July, permitting the caulkers to spi
f
t heir own oakum.
I. ion g'irIA: wanted. Cles% work
New Factory Nov Ready
and good *ages. Apply Mergen-
thaler-Horton Basket Co.
Oft
SURVEYORS AT WORK ON
NEW RAILROAD LINE
(Continued From) first Page,)
cities, then 4o back to Mtirray and
work the country to the Tennessee
river, and then on down through
TOmessee to Nashville. It will take
them' several weeks ,to complete this
preliminary work that is expected) to
be followed with something definite
looking towards actual constructive
operations being started.
The Cairo, Hayfield & Nashville
railoadi last week filed articles of in-
corporation at Louisville, capitalising
at $too,coo, with as president, Milton
H. Smith, who is also at the head
of the great, Louisville & Nashville
system. Their next move in this in-
corporating line is application to the-
state legislature at Frankfort for a
charter empowering them to operate
the road.
The Louisville Sr Nashville and the
Illinois, Central are the two main
roads through this section of the
country, and they having been fight-
ing each other for years. Only re-
cently the I. C. acquired possession
of the Tennessee Central road and
thereby effected an entrance into
Nashville by way of Hopkinsville,
where heretofore ended the Ten-
nessee Oentral, and also the Illinois
Central, that were united at that
point by the late acquisition. Here-
tofore Nashville has been dominated
for years by the L. & N. and the N.,
C. & St. L.. latter of which is 
con-
trolled by the former. This en-
trance by its enemy into Nashville,
has spurred the L. & N. on in the
battle to the point that now 
this
newest road is to be built, giving t
he
L. & N. an entrance into Cairo 
&
Miarfield, which are great sources of
revenue for the Illinois Central.
The new stretch of track fr
om
Cairo to Nashville will be nearly 2
00
miks in length and work upon it is
expected very soon. 'Parties com
-
ing in on the to o'clock train yeste
r-
day afternoon from down the N., C
.
& Si. L. were naturally attracted
 by
thiPresence of the large forte -of
civil engineers and gleaned the
ir
intertions on questioning them.
It develops that the L & N. 
does
not want the new road to co
ine
through Paducah because it co
mpetes
here with its rival, the I. 
C..
through medium of the N., C. & St.
L. that has 51 per 
cent.
of its stock vested in the L. & N
..
which thereby controls it.
The fight between the rcnriir..ille
& Nashville, and the Illinois '
Central
has been one of many years 
staeding,
dating baclir to the time that Vi
ce
President J. T. Harahan, now of 
the
I. C., severed his relations wi
th the
L. & N. where he first starte
d his
illustrious railroad career. It is 
said
that when he left the L. & 
N. the
feelings were of 1 strained charac
ter,
and he remarked to the sto
ckholders
of the L. & N., on going wi
th the
I. C., that he would live to 
see the
clay that nothing but grass was 
grow-
ing over the L. & N. tracks, 
m'ilich
is equivalent to his deterrninat
icri to
put the LouisviHe & Nashv
ille out
of business
Talk in railroad circles is that 
the
& N. would stretch tracks 
from
here to Joppe and connect with
 the
C. & E. I. that is now con
trolled, by
a friertray road, and if this is 
done
a fight will be on in that 
section of
Illinois, also between the two m
ighty
corporations. Only a few %s
eeks
ago L. & N. officials came 
here,
looked over their N. C. and 
St. L.
terminal, also went over to Broo
k'
port and Poppa, Ill., and the
n down
to -Cairo. It is probable th
ose trips
were to determine what was the 
best
manner to get into Southern,
where egist terminal* of other
 lines
they dabusiness with and are
 updn -
friendly terms with.
For Sale or Charter.
Sternwheel steamboat, ' registerel,
64 tons, entirely rebuilt from 
stem
io stern last summer, past first
 in-
spection .Sept. 15th; boat is 97x274-
a4d4feet; engines 10x31,/2 feet, 2 boil-
ers 38 inches diametesx22 fen, 
allow-
ed 157 pounds, draws 22 inches 
light
Address W. D. Reeves Lumber C6.
,
Helena, Ark. •••
Frankfort, Ky., 'Fel). 17.—Cover
nor Beckham has signed bills ap
pro
priating $25,000 for the Western In-
sane asylum, appropriating $2,50o for
the Eastern Insane asylum at Lex-
ir,gt on, defining the ownership of
mineral lands, authorizing the court
peals to appoint a commission-
er of that mull at a salary erf $5,000
a year and authorizing the state tress
urer to designate as many banks as
he likes as state depositories.
Steamer
Chattanooga
leave Wednesday at noon for
Ohattanooga and intertnidiate points.
Freisplie will be accepted for any point
on Tennessee riter. Special freight
rates given to Knoxville.
Parties of to or IntOne $to for,
round trip; less than ten $12.
he
LOUIS D. PELL:, Waster .
RACKET STORE
zunnumts=:=====mwatatu
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Wlifit GOODS
THE SPRING SEASON :Mgr
OPENED EARLY ON WHITE
GOODS AND FANCY SUMNGS.
WE ARE HEADQUARTERS
FOR THS1- CHARACTEWI OF
GOODS ARD BY REASON OF
OUR SELLING STRICTLY FOR
c.4 S H , CAN SAVE THE PUR-
CHASER MANY DOLLARS ON A
SEASON'S BILL.
ASK TO SEE OUR • LINZ OF
WHITE FIGURED P. K'S AT
35C -
ALSO AN KNIBItOIDERED
SOISETTE AT 35c.
A SWELL LINE OF MERCER-
IZED WAIRTINOS AT FROM'iSe
TO 3,sc A YARD.
MERCERIZED WAIST GOODS
IN THE NEW SHADOW STRIPE
AT ac -
Stock Collars
and Turnovers
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A
BIG LOT OF LADIES' EMBROI-
DERED COLLARS WHICH WILL
BE PLACED ON SALE MONDAY
AT to, is AND as CENTS EACH.
THIS IS AN UNUSUAL OFFER-
ING, THE PRICES BEING PUT
LITTLE MORE THAN HALF
THE REAL VALUE
Nttl=12:41=3:1=NNSONSINISININURNIN
tURISININNUNINUIrranitlagil=
AN.
PURCULLMOMPSON
407 BROADWAY.• PADUCAH. KY.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
13o SOUTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, K
EfiN6ER & CO.
BALD*rN PIANO
. Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Excellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Lcader" for the dealer.
D. Ii. BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
,520 Broadway, PADUCAH, BY.
•
Ail Kinds MOnuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
- and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, ificia TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY.
Si
SHEET MUM I
AT UNUSUAL PRICES.
soo Good Songs and Instrumental pieces 3 e-sc each.
600 Songs and Instrumental pieces, at 8 1-3c each
mo Pieces of the Latest and Best Music at raiAc each
Sr oo Folios of Music, containing fine arrangements of Classical
favorites at asc each.
sec Folios of Popular Music at isc each.
Don't delay your purchases but come early to secure our best
offerings. Our sale continues all next week.
Harbour's Book Department.
/
-
•0
IhT Ptrandest Opportunity Paducah, to devote our entire energies to our factory, and will
, We have decided to discontinue the retail sale of Furniture in
closeout our entire stocks at 114-116-207-213 South Third
ed! street at COST. This is a bonafide sale of an immense stock of Furniture AT COST.Ever. Offer It is going to be sold at once. The greatest opportunity ever offered Paducah house-
keepers to furnish up. Everkerything marked in plain figures. Come early and avoid
the rush. Terms of sale Cash. THE PADUCAH FURNITURE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
TWO STORES-114416 and 207-213 SOUTH THIRD ST. 
..•••••
NOTHING DEFINITE
1:‘
(Continuedi From First Page.)
in the past for dhe-sefillell 'proprietors
to be fined jos arid oteste every three
Months' for violating the laws, and
as there we abogh,t0p,of iptwof-
feo houses in ehe erty '1141 of
revenue to the oity naturally went
O upinto the tiCnaands !of 
:clothier.
• Now tile city bpor4sothave :adtatated
a resolUtion providing that all se-.
lodn licenses will. be y &kW ,threnso if
t'be proprietors filifiriagehmi the law*,
there the latter are keeping
their riaces closed on the Sabbath,
and th naturally decireases this
source Of revenue and makes it com-
pulsory for the sthiortage to be offset
by inoteaseg from some other de-
partment . The most plausible one
is to make a *tight raise in the rate
Of taxation that will Care for this
falling off, and also provide for short
comings from other sources.
Mr. Miller believes that it will be
im.poseible to let the tax rate become
lower than $1.65 on the Stoo, and
probabilities are this is. She figure at
which it will be fixed by the com-
mittee, which reports to this effect
to the full legislative boards that al-
ays adopt the reconernoxlatioier of
the mile-body.
Chairman Miller- alsh believes that.
the raise to this tax irate will care
for the shortage coming on account
of eadh year there being such a"-
seised property off which taxes are
not collected. These parties not pay
ing become lielinguents" and their
property is bought in by the city.
but chits n all it amounts, to, as no
revenue is ever derived from these
epecial interests, dioefore a raise has
.to be made to that figure which
would be the tax rate if collections
.mere made from 'all properties.
Marry things are in store for the
municipal board's before they can
finally ram clown the people's throats
ate rstrageous aldermanie action
/oolong towards selling out to the
private corporation, therefore it will
ip doubtless be quite a vAile yet be-
fore the tax rate is fixed. It is not
absolutely necessary to dgcide upon
t'he rate eight now., because no taxes
are due usseiththe fine of June, and
the charter does not compel that it
he fixed at any time. except only in
time for the first semeaneual collec-
tion to, be made.
Taking the full figurer ,of the as-
aosemerste of city property, the tax
rate could be made 41.st per Poo if
collections were made from every
piece of property and then the rev-
enue in either departments kept equal
to that coming from the respective
„ sources iveretcifore, but prospects are
-for as shortage this year. therefore a
waist- will have to be made in the
' re
mow •
•
• 
Mr. Miller thinks another thing to
• be cared for will be She new bridgi
across Island creek at Fourth street.
Nd provision Was made for eln• in
the bridge fund, bet the abeelute ne-
'ceseity for the new structure being
apparent, a raise in the taxes will
coiwert more Money to the contin-
gent fund, from whence the legisla-
tive bodice expect to make up all de-
ficiencies,* in the specific department
If the council refuses to concur in
the ahdermanic action regatding the
lightirrg proposition there devolve;
the necessity of improving the city's
power house to care for the demands
and this wilhhave to be provided for
in the tax key. „
LAWSON AND HIS PROXIES.
(Continued From First Page.)
ittich proxies: ha4-rei0twin- to believe
the policyholders of these two coin-
panics have, been plundered of from
$tosocohoo to loScsoco,otio, which can
he recovered, provided these tom-
panics arehtfletett in the hands of
tioneet frarlese Men. I believe that if
these commons ore plated in the
hands of fetch men some Of the rich-
• g est and hest *nowt men in the corn-
who have syseernatically plun-
• dered the peoPle for a quarter of a
century past wilt be- writ •20 state's
Prison for long terms."
Mr. Lawson informed the investi-
gating committee that he has closely
follower) fee entire work. "While I
know it has accomplifshed raluch,"
contiones Mr. Lairson, "I also knove
Irons person:Who/footed* it has not
exposed or touched upon. a single
foundaticm evil or exposed', or evea
ed upon the Jsvitnese mane f a
single 'one of tiht head et-Mellish re-
soonsilde for the evil. From per-,
enrol? Loriy,,O,Oh;itoiha, the policy-
holders cannel into their own
I or be insured' against the 'total de-ImARRIED,structiou of their companies and the
'loss in whole or in part of the funds
Which have in the past years been
grafted, from them unlesa their corn-
panics 'are taken out of the hands of
the men who have either lotted them
or stood by while they were being
looted?
Mr. Lawson adds that if the com-
panies are turned over to "such hon-
est, fearless men as the governors'
cornimittee will nominate for directors
and trustee.," all necessary reforms
will foltow.
In concluding his communication
to ,the Armstrong committee, Mk.
Lawson says:
"If your committee will , ask the
legisiature to enact tire law
you have said tohould be enacted,. to-
-
"That all proxies now in existence,
by whosoever collected or held, *hall
be made void; that the annual elec-
tion shall take place only after suffi-
cient time has elapsed to allow the
committee to send to all policy
holders as many sets of names for
IN ST. LOUIS
MESS THERESA YOPP AND MR.
G. LEAKE THOMPSON
UNITED.
Mise Mae Bleich and Mr. Joseph D.
Sowers Bound in Holy Wed-
lock—Happy Events.
Many friends, will be pleasantly
surprised to learn that yesterday
morning in St. Louis Miss Theresa
Wee? and Mr. G. Deake Thompson of
this city, were limited in marriage.
The ceremony was performed by the
bishop of the Catholic church of that
city, and after the nuptials the couple
proceeded on to Los Angeles, Cal.,
where they take up their home„, The
news comes unexpected to many
Phohic
of the
young
The
ere as they were not aware
tentiono of the well known
pie.
is the prominent young
directors and trustees as Shall be, man a has been 
booldreeper for
nominated by any too policy holders,' several years for'''the E
. D. Hannan
together with a set nominated by the
companies' present trustees, and that
such nominations shall be treatest
fairly and alike, and that there shall
be open to all a list of policy holders'
names and addresses. I will not milt,
advise the governors' committee to
consent to voiding all proxies col-
lected by me, but I will dlo all in.
my power )o assist in-Ilifrlitssage
of the 1114—I have recommended • and
advise the governors' committee to
do the same."
In a letter to the governors' com-
mittee Mr. Lawson advised it to as-
sure the New York leoislatuee that
the comnittee approves of him new
election law proposek bg the Arm-
strong consmittee. Re prges the
governors' committee to loIe all in its
power to assist in the iSasiage of the
law.
Mr. Lawson advises the governors'
committee, in the event of the pas-
sage of the proposed law, to nomi-
nate a boiled of trustees "as near
ideal in its ortipoeition ast your hon-
esty, fearlessness and ability can
formulate."
In a third comosunicatien ad-
dressed to the policy holders of the
New York and hfutiel lade Infritr-
ance companies who.. .valraesit him
their proxies Mr. Lawiodr explained
the situation and urged View SO SO
all in their power So Nil is INN
passage of the aMMIII sittletielh
"
ROAD FROM CAIRO TO NORFOLK.
— 
(Continued From First nixe./
seventy-five mile* frornoany road.
'Mr. Landrum said: 'The people of
Mlayfiekt have been anxiously waiting
the completion of the road for many
years, hut with little confidence until
Mk. Goode came there and sai,) hi
wanted the people of Mayfield to
raise $4o.000. •He added that not One
ceis of it should be collected until
the first train whirled to pull out of
Mayfield, and under those conditions
the money was subscribed witfrin
three days. Other towns • through
which the nollid will pins will be
asked to contribute proportionately."
More About It.
Mlayfield, ky , Feb. 27.--Chas. H.
DeLeno, general manager of the
Cairo & Tennessee river railroad last
Saturday afternoon rented a suite of
room* in the new Carter block, south
side of the square, which will be used
as local headquarters for the new
road .
They have secured' the rooms for
a year. Besides being Mr. De-
Lancet, headquarters, one will be or-
copied by the engineering corps, in
which the draughting will be d'opez
A corps of fifteen engineers will
dye here within a few' days front
Wickliffe, and are now coming over
the right of way. straightening it out
and °likewise facilitating the con-
struction work.
Another corps of enigneert will
leave Mayfield Thursday of this week
in the direction of llopkin,sville.
They will work over several lines in
order to get the best route, and will
go throug,h• both Morray and Cadiz.
Everything now points to an early
emetraction of the new road.
For Sale.
1,000 'loads of dry beating and cook
Move wood $1.25 per 0mo-horse load
delivered promptly. Tel. 442, E. E.
Bell Sons, 1330 South Third street.
Jac* Root of 'Chicago last night got
decision over Fred Russell of 'Denver
at the—end of a ten-round contest.
The ekcittion was aWardled because
Root was the aggressor all the time
and in two rounds he had Russell all
but out , I
plumbing contracting firm of South
Fourth streets. He resigned his' posi•
tion last week to go to Los Angeles
to reside. Monday at noon he and
Miss Yopp left here for St! Louis
without imparting their intentions ex-
cept to only a tew 61 -their friends.
herne the news of their unison was
net 'looked for. They stopped over
ia,the Future Great yesterday for the
eeremony, and then last night pro-
ceeded on to their new Western
home to take up their abode.
The bribe is very bewitching and
pretty girl of much popularity who
hos resided here all of her life. She
is the daughter of Mr. Andrew Yopp.
the thriving retail grocer of Twelfth
and Jackson streets, and justly merits
the extreme admiration of everybody
who fincle in her an exquisite and
evimable 'owns lady.
The groom is widely lunown to all
Paducahans where he has resided all
of Ile Mile. he being a most progres-
sive and sterling young man .of in-
tegrity and reliability, and held in the
highest of regard by the entire tor-
mimity.
They will arrive at Los Angeles the
last of this week to make their perm-
anent borne.
Bleich-Sowers.
Very pretty was the quiet wedding
of yesterday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
at, which time there were united, in
maeriage Mies Mae A. Bleich and
Mr. Joseph I). Sowers at the resi-
dence of the bride on Clark near
Ninth street. The nuptials were
ithotrt ostentation, on account of
recein bereavements in the young
lady's family. It was officiated over
by Rev. William Bourquin of the
Evangelical cirdtch, and witnessed by
only the relatives and a very few
friends.
There were no attendants for the
wedding, at which the bride was
charmingly gowned in a handsome
thihired costume of blue broadcloth
with hat to match. Immediately after
the ceremony the couple left for their
bridal tour to Chicago, St. Louis and
other Northern points, returning
from whence they take up theirheiene
on 'Clark between Seventh and
Eighth street..
The bride is one of the. city's hand-
somest and most popular young
ladies of culture and attraction, be-
ing blessed with many attribute'
charming to all. She is the
dahghter of \Ir. and Mrs. John J.
Bkich. •
Mr. Stovers has been manager of
the Ftleich jewelry establistment for
the past year or two, and is a sterl-
ing and well qualified young busiritss
man, who makes fniends of al).
The newly married pair were ac-
companied .a. far as Metropblisoon
the l• C. by the following(4friends
'who reterned last evening ..on the
steamer Dick Fowler: Mr. and Mrs.
Clem 13leich. of Jackson, Tenn.;
Misses Maybelle, Lillian and Lorena
Beyer, Jesse Rooks and • litesers.
Roy Katterjolue John Bkicia Jr • ,
and Howard Shelton.
• 
Hununel-Gross.
In the presence of many friends
Miss Theresa Hunt/net, of this city,
and Mr. Otto Edwin Gross, of -St.
Louis, were united in marriage yes-
terday afternoon at 4:30 o'clock at
.the German Lutheran church on
South Fourth street. The nuptial3
were officiated over by Rev. A. L.
Ilten, of that congregation.
The bride is the sweet and attrac-
tive daughter of Mr,. and Mrs. Feed
Hummel, of stoilfgarrison street, and
quite a popular girl.
The groom ferinerly lived 'here but
ie now conne•ited with the $t. Lotni
Car company in, the capacity of ma-
(Couthitted on Page Eight.)
MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE THAT A GOOD SHOE CAN BE SE-
CURED FOR ha co, AND WE KNOW THEY ARE RIGHT, FOR
OUR LINE OF SHOES AT THAT PRICE IS VERY POPULAR.
WE HAVE ALL STYLES AND ALL LEATHERS AND EVERY
PAIR IS WARRANTED. YOU SEE WE KNOW THE SHOE
PROPOSITION FROM START TO FINISH, AND OUR YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE ENABLES US TO CHOOSE SHOES WHICH ARE
DEPENDABLE—WHICH WE CAN AFFORD TO GUARANTEE
B ER COME IN AND LOOK AT THEM TODAY. YOUR
TH DEMANDS GOOD SHOES THIS WEATHER.
Lend let &Lydon]
309 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky.
PRINTING 
THAT PLEASES
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121 S. 4th St. Phone I058R
TIME FLIES
BE WISE AND GET A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER
Jeweler
428 Broadway.
PHONE yee-A.
PAI3ST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at •\' tie 43"..1C
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer House Bee
L. A. Lagomarsino.
-V
Pictures, Diplomas,
Water and Oil Colors
Mottos and Cannders
Framed right up to date in five mire
utes time at the
PADIJCAH MUSIC STORE  
43$ Broiamoy,
I C. MANNING SEARS, M. D.
Certificat
116 S. 4th St.
THURSDAY FEBRUARY 22'
Don Gilberto was the happiest
man in America, because his
birthday came the same day as
George Washington's, and he was
70 years old. 'This is a great
country, we Americans!"
I AM HAPPIER THAN JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER WITH
HIS MILLIONS, BECAUSE I AM ONE OF THE a PER CENT.
THAT HANDLES NOTHING BUT PURE WHISKY THAT IS
DRANK IN THE UNITED STATES. I HANDLE NOTHING
BUT BONDED GOODS BOTTLED IN BOND BY THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA. REMEMBER THAT TODAY AT
WASHINGTON. D. C., THE HON• EDMUND WASTON TAY-
LOR, 0 FFRANKFORT, KY IS MAKING A GREAT FIGHT
FOR EVERY DRINKING MAN IN AMERICA, TO SEE THAT
THEY GET PURE WHISKY TO DRINK.
BELOW I QUOTE YOU A FEW OF HIS REMARKS TO
THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:
Washington, D. C., Feb. 21, 1906.—
Representing straight whisky distil-
lers, Hon. Edmund Watson Taylor.
Frankfort, Ky, says "That g per
cent of so-called whisky on sale is an
imitation made by blenders, posing as
distillers Only 5 per cent, of
straight ehisky, aged in its integrity
reaches e consumer and only 1 per
cent, reaches the public under the
green guarantee stamp applied and
Don Gilberto is one of this 2 per
ce.nt, selling the pure whisky in Amer-
ica under the green guarantee stamp
over the cork, under the bottled in
bond act
"Distillers favor this bill; rec-
tifiers and compounders oppose
it, because they need no dis-
tillery, but merely a vat for
mixing neutral spirits and
chemicals. The rectifier is al-
lowed to spuriously imitate,
makes TEN BARRELS OUT
OF ONE, and object to the
public knowing the nature of
their product."
ON THURSDAY 1 GAVE MY DISTILLER ANOTHER OR-
DER FOR THE SECOND THOUSAND CASES OF THE CELE-
BRATED WILLOW SPRINGS SOUR MASH WHISKY. DIS-
TILLED BY A CUMMINS, COON HOLLOW, NELSON GOUN-
TY, KY.
MY REDUCED PRICES ON THIS CELEBRATED WHISKY
IS AS FOLLOWS:
One Quart, 41.00, Bottled in Bond.
One Pint .50, di it di
1-2 Pint .25,
Drink .10,
With Shamrock Behind it. Hurry back,
Yours truly,
DON GILBERTO
66 di 44
JILThompson
ailor
Mi=1"Milirasumuultr:22: t:t
Isillillitsmustenstansman
FULL LINE OF SPRING
GOODS ON DISPLAY...
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg
Pntyear. of Abstract Co..knows , Office 1101Meyers St.
can dkc ver all that is knowable ... • I
• ' li Telephoto 311..discoser tole about your title.
\hese 111
Ititt :etet-thea+a+-1-1-a++
Back of every Policy of
THE MUTUAL LIFE
f of New York stands
The First American Life In-
surance Co. The Company that
HAS EARNED MORE
• for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
4: to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE t,
for Policy-holders
Than any other Compay in the
111••••••••••••..•••••• •11,
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of quality by which
price, yet leading in
is recognized through-
Bottles.
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Beers!'
Ass'n
A.
by
Branch, Paducah, Ky.
The Ideal
BUDWEISER is the standard
all other beers are judged.
Commanding the highest
proves that its superiority
the world.
Sales foz 1904, 130,388,320
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or Mg Capped
St. Louts, U. S.
Orders Promptly Filled
C. Loeblein, Mar. Anheuser-Busch
MOST CORRUPT
CITY TO BE BETTER
GOVERNED
Cairo has been very corrupt for
years in the way of gambling and
wide open saloons on the Sabbath.
Like in other cases the moral wave
has hit this wicked city, which has
been known as a "wide open" oity.
The Cairo Citizen. says:
'The citizetts' meeting at the court
house last nign:-. was not very large-
ly attended but the feelng was very
strong toward good citizenship and
the strict enforcement of the. law.
"A permanent orgarization was per
fected and the organization will be
known as the 'Non-partisan Political
League.' Officers were eleo:ed as
• A:g
follows: J. B. Sltewart, president;
Joseph Eddie, secretary; James
'Curry, treaeurser. A committee of
three was appointed to draft the con-
etitistion and by-laws and to arrange
for a date and place for the next
meeting. This committee consists
of Fred Litz, Chas. Harrell and Ern-
est Floppy.
"Speeches) were made by several of
thorre interested including J. B. Stew-
art, M. Sasterday, James Curry and
others.
"The speakers voiced the sentiment
of t'he organization. which is to ef-
fect of a batter civic government."
••••••=*
"LOOKS GOOD TO
FATHER" HE SAID.
Freeport, Ill., Feb. 27.—Within the
last 24 hours two families of six per-
sons have been united in nrarriage.
TWO sons of Mrs. Verganet Fisch-
er, a widow, married . • two daugh-
'ere of Fred C. Kaiser, 4 wealthy re-
tired farmer, and took .heir wives to
the residence of the widow to ma'ee
their homes.
Along in the afternoon Farmer
Kaiser became lonesome, so he
hitched up a spankUg pair of bays
to a red-wheeled buggy and drove to
Widow Fischer's place to see how
bis daughters were getting along.
"They certainly look good to fa-
ther," he said, as be stroked his
beard and winked at the widow.
The widow, who is handsome and
well preserved, eighed heavily. Then
the young people went out to raid
the kitchen cupboard, and when they
looked out of the window Farmer
Kaiser and Widow Fischer were driv-
ing down the road, both blushing,
but sitting very erect and defiant.
An 'hour later they returned from
a country parsonage, where they had
been married, and the family circle
was again complete.
MONUMENT
SHILOH PARK COMMISSION-
ERS MEET ON
APRIL 6-7.
At That Time the Handsome Wis-
consin State Monument Will be
Dedicated.
Major J. ff. Ashcraft and wife left
last evening for St. Louis aboard the
steamer Saltine' for the purpose of
spending several weeks with their
son, Me. Brown Ashcroft, of that
city.
Major Aslecraft is preparing for the
meeting of tire Shiloh park commis-
sion, of which he, is a member, April
6th and 7th. At that time there willbe
ceremonies for handsomie monument
erected upon the site occupied by
the three Wieconsih regiments dur-
ing the Civil war. The erecture is a
etaze monument dedicated for all
three pooitions held. This state did
not put up a trereitinrcnt for each
regimental stand. The park com-
mission meets .epon the 6th of April,
while the dedicatory ceremonies will
be conducted the following day, at
which time the governor and other
high officials of Wisconsin are ex-
pected down to take leading parts in
tinning the monument over to' the
federal cotnenisssioners.
There is considerable work ;in view
th'ir sultrier at the park as mony
monuments are sosgo le and dedica-
tory ceremonies wilt he conducted
tniany tin.es before the cold season
arrives next fall.
Major Ashcroft has just returned
from a several weeks' visit to his son,
Mr. Harry Aehcraft, of Louisville.
Mayfield, Ky„ Feb. 27.—The cases.
of the George H. Goodman com-
pany were called in city court Mon-
Say morning hut. continued again un-
til Friday.' Mr. Goodman was here
and returned at ii O'clock to Padu-
cah.
STILL IN THE DARK
ARE DETECTIVES WHO ARE
ATTEMPTING TO SOLVE
MYSTERY.
C. B. Mason, Brother of the Mur-
dered Woman Is in Cairo—Re-
ward For Conviction.
'C. B. Mason. of Jackson. Tenn., a
brother of the lateeldrs. J. 0. Man-
gritm, who, on the night of Sunday.
Deccniber 14, 1905. disappeared from
her home in Nashville, Tenn., with
about $3.000 in jewelry and cash upon
her person, aria whose lifeless body
wee discovered by Capt. Georg.
Spence, of the Theseus, at Cairo, on
the afternoon of Thursday. January
25. two. floating down the Ohio, is in
Cairo, looking for a possible clew, or
with the hope of finding perhaps.
sonic further belongings of his sister.
In an interview with a Cairo Bill-
ion' reporter Mb-. Mason stated that
everything possible was being done
to further the ends of justice and to
locate the murderer of his sister.
Several large and liberal rewards
have been offered for each of the re-
maining undiscovered portions of her
attire—which are: A bat, autumn
leaf design, a fur lined cloak, a pair
of glasses and a black kid glove. For
each of these articles a reward. of
$56 is 'ered.
A large reward is also offered for
live arrest and conviction of the al-
leged murderer. Mr. Mason says
I
. that their reward now amounts to
$750; $250 a • set by the governor of
Tennessee and $soo is set by his
I family. He also says that there wasmuch tells in Nashville among the
citizens et•here of adding to this re-
ward. They want to see the mur-
derer run down and it is ports&
that the $730 now offered will be in-
creased to $2,000.
Ile also said that the detectives
were now working on a slight clew
which may perhaps lead to a 
covery, although nothing has as yet
turned up.
Mr. Mason will teave Cairo shortly
for St. Louis, Chicago, Evansville
and Louisville, at one or at all of
whieh points be hopes to find a tang-
ible slew upon which to work.
MEXICAN WAR VETERANS
DEMAND AN INCREASE.
Washington, Feb. 23.—Fifty vet-
erans of the Mexican war are in
the city for the purpose of denoted-
ing an increase in the perrsions of all
('heir comrades. They estimate that
twenty-five per cent have died with-
in the year, and that in ten years
not one will remain among the living.
Improvements in Train Service.
(Philadelphia Record.)
For. some years engines have been
taking water without stopping and
mail cars have been picking mail
sacks from posts without so much as
a pause. Now an appliance for coal-
ing engines without stopping has
been satisfactory. The next impecere-
ment to save the turning time of
trains %sill be a device for throwing
passerrgers on board and off with-
out mopping.
A TIDAL WAVE
Causes a Great Loss of Life on the
Cu.
New York, Feb. ad.„—A neport
reached here today that a tidal was",
on the Colombian coast had wrought
great dansage, 2,500 persons being
killed or drowned.
Low Rates to California and to
Northieest.
Tickets will be on sale daily until
Morel, 7th., one-way seedier:I-etas. e
/United from Paducah to San Fran-
ciseo, Los Angeles and other points
in California for $33.00, to Portland,
Oregon, Tacoma aired Seattle, Wash,
$35.30, Spokane, $32.80; Helena,
Butte, Missoula, Mont., Odgen and
Salt Lake city $31.30; Billings, Mont.
$26.30, and other points in propor
Dion.
For further particulars apply to J.
T. Donovan, agent, or G. C. War-
field, T. A., Union depot, Paducah,
Ky.
Low Rate to liashwille.
On account of the Student Volun-
teer, Movement of Foreign Missions,
the Tllinois Central Railroad will eel
tickets from Paducah to Nashville
and return on February 26th, 27th
and 28th at $4.75 for the round trip,
good returning until March roth.
For further particulars apply to
J. T. DONOVAN, Agent,
Paducah, Ky.
G. C. WARFIELD, T. A.,
Union Depot.
TOUR EUROPE FREE.
TALE OF A QUEER HOUSE.
Dwelling Formed of Bhip Beached
on the Pacific Coast in
Gold Times.
On the bay of San Francisco, about
six miles from the city, is the little
itown of Tiburon. Here, on the beach,
Is a remarkable dwelling—half ship
and half cottage. The landward half
Is an ordinary two-storied wooden cote
tags, but the outward end is the hulk
of an old vessel, the name board of
which, Tropic Bird. is nailed over the
front door of the cottage.
"In 1860, just after the great gold
discoveries in California, the Tropic
Bird, built be a Prince Edward Island
shipyard, and commanded by Capt.
Homan., set sail from Gloucester,
Mass., with a $1114ed crew of sailors
and landsmen, all eager to z.et as
quickly as possible to the land of gold.
Just before reaching Cape Horn, mu-
tiny broke out, but was Quelled by the
firmness of the captain and the oppor-
tune coming on of a violent storms
which kept all hands busy for severe!
days. The Tropic Bird and all on
board reached the Golden tiate and the
young city of San Francisco safely.
The vessel, however, was $o battered
that she was beached at the foot of
Telegraph Hill and converted into a
boarding house and general store. The
captain and his brother made money
fast, and after a few years sold out
their business and returned to their
native state.
Half a century later, In 1901, a man,
his wife and child came from San
Francesco to Tiburon to visit the ship
cottage. The woman's heart came
into her mouth when she read the
name plate, Tropic Bird. Entering,
they learned that the old vessel had
been towed over to Tiburon, cut in half
aid a cottage punt where her stern
had been. They farther ascertained
that the Tropic Bird was built by Dos-
aid Dewar, a shipbuilder of George-
town, Prince Edward Island, and sold
by him to Capt. Homans, who sailed
her round the Horn. Donald Dewar's
granddaughter, Mrs. J. H. Scott, is now
the housewife of the Tropic Bird, and
her visitor was a daughter of Capt.
Homans So strangely did two People,
deeply interested in the .ropic Bird,
the one a granddaughter of her build-
er and the other a daughter of her
former owner and captain, meet in the
little town of Tiburon.
The Courier
-Journal to Take Nine-
teen Young Women Abroad As
Its Ouests.
The Courier
-Journal is conducting
a popularity contest that eclipses any-
thing of the kind ever promoted in
this section. Briefly, the Courier-
Journal proposes to take on a seven
weeks' tour abroad' nineteen young
women from Kentucky and Southern
Indiana, all expenses paid, from the
day the party leaves Louisville, July
12, until it returns to "The Old Ken-
tucky- Home," August 29. To give
all a chance the Courier-Journal has
divided Louisville and! Kentucky and
Southern Indian* into eig4hteen dis-
tricts, and the most popular young
woman from eerie district :s to be the
one to make the tome The nine-
teenth young woman is to be rocketed
in another way. Readers of the
Couriereflournal are to select the
guests for the paper, by ballot. It is
estimated that the trip alone will
cost 'the Courier-Journal about $te,-
000 to say nothing of incidental and
other necessary eXprists. There may
be a young woman from this section
who it a candidate for this, tour.
Write the Courier-Journal, Louisville,
Ky., fcrt a list of candidates and foll
details of the tour.
see'
SNAPSHOT MARRIAGES.
Ninety-Nine of Which Out of a Hun-
dred Result Le Un-
happiness.
All modern advancement and in-
ventions. marvelous as they are, have
not brought any improvement over
good, old-fashioned courtship, says the
Memphis News-Scimitar,
It is easier to become married thaa
tt %teed to be, and easier to be di-
vorced.
The bride nowadays doge not bring
boetages to happiness in the form of
rag carpets and charts of comforts and
qui/ta, made with her own hand, and
into every stitch of which she has
fondly tucked the iove, confidence
and faith that ripen only with long
courtship and thorough soqualstaato
before engagement-
No; nowadays she brings only her-
self, and possibly papa's check, to •
bridegroom whose real life and char-
acter are as unknown to her as are the
deeps of a lake over which she has
joyously drifted In the moonlight.
We generally make a short shrift of
courtship, engagement and marriage in
these modern days, and the runaway
marriage is becoming more and more
common. The main industry of St.
Joseph, Mich., is the marrying of nus-
away couples from Chicago.
"Ninety-nine runaway marriages out
of a hundred result in unhappiness."
It is the solemn declaration of
Judge Thompson, of Chicago, who was
talking from the bench.
The judge was hewing the divorce
case of a young woman married four
years ago.
"Did you know him well before you
married him?" asked the judge.
"I thought I did," said the plaintiff,
"but I guerra I didn't. After we had
been married a short time he beat me
every day. Once he threw me down
two flights of stairs and then fol-
lowed me down and kicked me."
"It was a runaway marriage?'
"Well, yes, It was," admitted the
woman.
The judge pondered a moment. "I
will give you a decree," he said. "But
I hope tle_a ease will be a warning to
other foolisb girls. Ninety-nine out of
a hundred end this way."
The passing of the honest, old-
fashioned, long-drawn-out courtship,
in which men and women become ac-
quainted before marrying, is to be la-
inented. In proportion as It recedes.
the divorce problem looms lamer &gad
large.r.
Took Him at His WW411.
A greengrocer's boy hailed a versel
in dock at Cardiff. The surly mate
responded and gruffly asked what he
wanted. "I've got some vegetables
for the ship," was the reply. "ell
right, you needn't come aboard; throw
'em up one at a time," sato the mate,
as ite stood In readiness to receive the
expected vegetables. "Ahoy, there—
look out!" shouted the lad, as he
threw a single green- eee toward the
mate. "Eve got a sack of 'em for this
captain!"
Dubious.
"Did you have a good time &arta&
the social season last winter?"
"Well," answered Mr. Cumrox,
ate a lot of things I don't like, met
a lot of people I didn't know, and
bought u lot of things I don't, need.
VERY GENEROUS MARGIN.
Dealer in Historical Relics Who Knew
How to Conduct the
Business.
The MALI who likes to look in shop-
windows stopped at the sight of a
large pitcher in the center of a collec-
tion of andirons, pewter porringers,
brass candlesticks sad irea skillets,
relates Youth's Companion.
The pitcher was adorned with a
head of George Washington, decidedly
askew and sone too clear. At the
aide of this treasure stood-a placard
bearing these words:
"One of the Ave genuine George
Washington pitchers, known to be 140
years old."
Preparing for on. of his frequent
pleasures, the gentleman stepped into
the antique shop and accosted the
dealer.
"Now, see here," he said, agreeably,
'that George Washington pitcher is
dated too far back. A hundred and
forty years ago people weren't making
George Washington pitchers. They
didn't even know then that he was
going to be the Father of His Coun-
try. You must be more careful."
"I am the most murtiodar man in
this business." said the old dealer, with
dignity. "The man that I bought that
pitcher from told me it had been in
his family sines 1750. I thought he
initlit be exaggerating, and I made an
allowance of 15 years. How much
more should you expect me to do?"
SIZES UP YANKEE WOMAN.
0621312111 Professor Ears She Is "Pear-
tally and Wonderfully
Made."
Pref. tall Reich has been entertain-
ing Londouers with his impressions of
American women. 'According to the
tetatements of Dr. Reich, the American
woman must be "fearfully and won
awfully made." He says:
"In America the woman governs
the man absolutely. In a certain sense
ihe last man that came to America was
Christopher Columbus.
'The American woman lives tot
what she calls 'a good time.' Her in-
terest is not in ma* nor what is noblest
in man—paternity. Her ambition is
to study spiritualism, then Buddhism,
then wireless telegraphy, and then the
novels of Marie Corbin.
"What claractertses the French wow
an In that absolute assertion of her
energy, not so mock of her will—for
she is easily yielding. The Germs.
woman is • combination of the rag
Usk and French. In Ireland woman
is as beautltal as she Is dangeroue.
The Roasters woman known 15 taw
gnages, she can play all Instruments
she has read everythlug—but she is
set a woman."
SOUR THINGS MD SANE:T.
llogefemisnal Taster Toile About a Pe-
culiarity of the Haman
Tongue.
—
• wine expert was tast!ng wines. Is
tasting sweet wines he lowered his bead
upon his breast. In tasting dry or sour
wines he threw his head back, states the
It Louis Globe-Democrat.
"Why do you do that?" said a specta-
tor.
"I don't know. }Ishii. I guess," the
expert replied.
"You do it," tbe spectator explairei
lecause the front of your tongue can
only test* sweet things, arid the beck of
It oely sour things, and the movemeni
of your head is for the purpose of t brow •
In; the wines upon the right part of your
tongue. Tim taste nerves have different
functions. sonic handling sweets others
sours. others bitters ant! so on. Net nit
the musette have different tune:lone
tome working the leg and some the
arm."
"Well, well." said the expert. "Yeti
surprise me. At (be same time, em
sure you are right. Everybody, come te
think of it. holds sweet things on the
fore part of the tongue to get their flavor,
and sour things ea the bind part"
CaL MADE Of PIPES.
ons in Jaren That Is Composed of
the Metal Parts of a
Thonrand.
There is a hell at Tcklo, Japan,
which is made from tobacco pipes. go
says the legend ine:eribert around the
'MA:de in four lanroiaees. English.
French. German and Japanese
The Enzlish ecroon runs as foi
'ewe'
"This bell, enrt in the city of Tokio,
Japan, Dec-ember 10. 1892, %slide
Len, Is made from the metal of Wino
ce pipes of more than a thowand men,
once slaves, now freemen."
The story Is ttat in 1$19"2 a woman
missionary from America (raged way
tin tobitere smoking and persuaded
over 1.000. men to forswear the habit
They therefore had no further use for
their metal pipes, which were melted
down and cant in the form of a bell
The metal resembles bronze and the
belt has a pleasant musbral ring.
Progress.
"Whoa the republic: was sausege• 6„)
served the reflective ettizsre " a mai
was satisfied if ha could paddle het
own eanoe."
"Inn?"
"But now the totem* leans to he to
fool as many people an possible into
paddling the craft for you."—Chicago
Sun.
Owed to the Mayor.
Bacon—Out west they have elected
a tailor maser of a city. •
Egbert—Plenty of men in that city,
I suppose, coin refer feelingly to "*hat
Paducah
Steam Dye Wurks
If you want y, us- clothes cleaned,
dyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
R022 sae South Third Street. I has*
the nicest line 41 samples for tints
In the city. Suits made to order.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT.
—LAWYER—
Will practice in courts of tee.
tucky.
EXCURSION
Bt. Louis and Tennessee Rivet 5#661.--
et company—the cheapest and bane
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Rood
Trip to leonessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasurs, osenfoill
and rest; good service, g
gocd rooms, etc. Boats .0 each
Wednesday and Saturday p. m.
For other information apply to 3us.
Koger, 'superintendent; Frank L
Brown, agent
Dr. B. B. Griffith
phones so at residsnc. Office hours
y tog a. as.; x to s p. m, 7 to p p.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
Both phone all at the office. both
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(Homeopathist,)
Mice. 306 Broadway—Phone tan
Residence, 119 Broadway.
Phone r49.
 •
J. C. 111corser Coca Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYERS
Rooms go, sr and as. Columbia EMS '
PADUCAH. KT.
Dr. B. T, Hall
011ioni with Dm Rivers 4Rivera. zap
Host hFiftis, Both Phone s&s.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Plow iipe
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent
401 Frallsonit,
Old Phone 496 Red; New Phone ss.
Paducah, KesInciry.
J. K. HENDRICK. J. G. MILLI,
WM. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms z, 2 and 3 Register Sail&
lag. 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in an the courts at the
Nate. Both choose et.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trod
Co., 306 Broadway.
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TRW&
ELKS AND WILL RESTORE THIS
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL ORM
STORES.
OR. R. F. RARK
So I guess mil" hit" had a good. we owe tie our mayor: '—Yonkers k
time.' —Washington Btar. statesman.
0
•
•
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
• Attorney-at
-Law,
Room No. & Columbia Building, I
•Is
4
In Cnlinnelinn with th. trnit IP°121- WOMEN ARE LARGER.
tarn service, Zech Hayes has added
-.01111.1.1111•1110
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for =midi-
cent Ice Cream. Don't forget.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY,.
TEL- 7g-
 
4
E. H. PLARYEAR,
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
Roma • and I /*OW Onilding,
523 I-s itroadwei, Pa.* Ky.
New Phase sgo.
SPECIALTIES:
• 
" Abstracting of Titles.
Insurance, Corporatlen sad
Rini IMO* Law.
NOTIOEI
Highest prise pmd for socondimall
ZtoVes etqc:
FUrnithrte.
Buy anything and sell everything.
silluso Court street. Old phone vitt
Clem Fransioli.
Moving wagon in connocdoa.
Or. Childress
EYE, wax. NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 4,
• Columbia Building.
!boos rop--Red.
Hrs. E. L. 'Whits:ides,
OSTEOPATH
6e3% Broadwey.
Phones, old :43z . New, 76z.
I 11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE Iso NORTH TOTE
TELEPH 0 NES
lisillsess see Oise as
7. B. harrlon,
CITY ATTORNEY
Attorney-at-Law.
Roma 13 and 14 Columbia Mew
Old Phone too.
Henry's Aseptic
Cream for
Chaps
Henry's Aseptic Cream is the
'vest cure for chapped face lips
and hands. Wintry winds dry
up the natural moisture
nV viwt skin. Henry's Aseptic
Cream is • skin food that sup-
plies just the right blood moist-
ure that is needed to make your
chapped skin soft and pliable.
Made of the purest ingredients,
It is neither sticky nor greasy.
J. II. Oehlschlaeger
,DRUGGIST
411IXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 13.
API....
EDISON
STANDARD)
PHONOGRAPH
• •
‘,ISEIR bring pleanure your
, beam during the long winter
evsnings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear thaw. Than you'll
Big setseeion of
e•
Want one.
records.
Warren;&Warren
Jewelers
403 Broadway
NNW GEMEBAT/011 PAST OUT-
STRIPPING MEN LB SIM
Clothes on Sale Show Surprising In-
crease in Height - Causes of
Change Are Not Yet Ex-
plained.
It is a little curious that the ent-
er:44sta and statisticians are set on
imad with records and explanations
at a striking fact too patent now to be
.giaineald or Ignored, namely, the in-
'creasing else of the younger senora-
ton of women. Endenoes of such in-
crease are to be found evwylkere and
while the records referred 4o above
are not yet made public, there is still
testimony of an voflicial met in the
statements of the manufaeturers and.
dealers in women's clothing. By them
statements Ow young woman of .the
moment is taller and of greater weiglet
than she of a few years ago, and die
difference is sufficient to have affected
the clothing trade.
"For years," says .the inalitater of It
large shop oa State street, "the long-
est skirt casried In our stock-or, so
far as I /MOW, in any tin this city-
menaused 41 inches. If longer were
needed the suit had teeter made to or-
der. Now we carry ready-made skirts
of 44 Inches and we sell 'em, too."
leareased stature is, fortunately, not
the only ,In made bg woman. She is
heavier and plumper in proportion.
Underclothes are larger, and the signs
to he seen in some shops, -Sutra size
undergarments," would seem to indi-
cate that the growth continues from
day to Av. In cases where an exact
him* size wanted despot be found in
stock, it can now be made at short
notice and small extra coot. Formerly
the reply to such a demand used to be;
"We basesn't got it." With this gen-
eral growth has come also an increase
in the else of legs, and hosiery for
women of nearly all grades is now
larger rand many shops carry what are
called "out-sizes." And even feet have
kept pace with the change. Regard-
less Si the old-fashioned ideas of fem-
inine pulchritude, Dame Nature has
decreed that the neer women shall
have sufficient of the wherewithal to
stand upon, and shoes are larger. A
fashionable dealer says he carries No.
l's in ,his regular.stock now and that
Ts and g's are called for constantly.
These big new women are all young,
and if they were seen only on the
stage or in similar places where it is
, a case of selection, the phenomenon
' might have no importance but they
I are seen everywhere
. The current
crop of schoolgirk seams larger this
year; the newer girls in the shops and
the &leis who are in their first season
of long skirts are larger than those of
older date. Whether the increase
holds good as well for the country
crop as for that of the city no ob-
server has been found to testify.
As for the cause of the growth, all
the evidence is yet to be brought for-
ward. There are suggestions, of
course, but they are all of a self-inter-
ested kind. Thus the physical cub-
turist smiles in a superior way and
says there can, of course, be no doubt
that the increases is wholly due to
woman's appearance in the gymna-
sium and on the athletic field. That's
a pretty reasonable argument, too, but
the clothing manufacturers and the
designers of women's clothes say the
change is due to a more healthy and
rational style of dream, which permits
of growth and expansion, while the
advocate of woman's right to work
maintains stoutly that the entrance of
the sex into field* of labor hitherto
filled by men is sufficient to account
for the matter.
Incidentally it Is worth noting that
while the average man is in ;-r .sing
in sixe-a fact also attested by the
clothing trades-he is not keeping
e with women, and there may be
something more than pleasant irony
in the prediction of the pessimist that
unless th man of the future shall in•
bent something of physical size and
strength from his enormous mother be
will be a pigmy.
Fond of Horses.
-"It is cot generally known," said the
driver of a patrol wagon. "that many of
the residents living near patrol and fire
stations take as great an interest in
the horses as we do, and I think it will
be conceded that we all love our horse..
Prominent men and women bring all
kinds of fruits and delicacies for the
horses. Very soon the horses come to
know them, and about the hour they are
in the habit of calling the horses are on
the lookout. Horses are very fond of
apples and loaf sugar. A physician liv-
ing adjacent to our station has, for sev-
eral years, called at the stable and
brought a big apple fcr each horse. He
cells about seven o'clock each morning,
and if he chances to be a few minutes
late the horses neigh and become rest-
less. If we ere out ten a trip at the tints
the doctor calls be leaves the apples,
and although they arc '..ezuties, there
is not a man In the Oaten who would
eat one of them, so armlet's, :s every one
that the horses should net be deprived
of the fruit."--Okicago Inter Ocean.
He Gees Out.
'Thai's a pretty swell smoking jacket
you've got on," said the caller.
"Smoking jacket?" replied Henpeck,
"why this is my house coat."
"Well, that's the earns thing-"
"Well, I guess it Isn't the same thing;
not in this house. When I want to
smoke I have to put oe my overcoat."-
Philadelphia Press.
Out of a Job.
"Hello!" exclaimed the first traveling
r
ain, "sell iti year old line, I suppose?"
"No." replied the other.
"No? What are you in?"
, "Hard luck."—Philadelphia Pres'.
DUCKS IN THE NORTHWEST
Bewilderment of Game That Was
Altogether Too Much for a
-Green Hunter.
In treat stretched a wide expanse ol
rank slough gram, an immense sea of
green, rippling in every breeze.; behind
was the level prairie, says a writer hi
Recreation. I was fresh from the
crowded, dusty thoroughfares of a
large eastern city and everything Was
strange and delightful to me. Gophers
that stood motionless on the little
mounds of sun-baked earth in front of
their burrows, into which they shot
head foremost, if I approached too
olose; curious, fiat-looking badgers,
sneaking coyotes, prairie chickens,
ducks, and geese; all these I had read
and dreamed of often, and now I was
seeing them for the brat time.
I wadnd into the slough. which was
deep in most:pleorilleitut on thei
bottom was hard and ,the water warm,
It did not cause very much discomfort.
It was late in the afternoon and I had
wombed to bring home • duck for
each member of Opp family where I
was staying. At rellit it seemed too
easy. Mallard and shoveler were get-
ting up on all sides. Every time I
took a step there would be a sums,-
sloa of quacks anti 4s swish of wings.
I stopped several ,mallard, but could
not find them in the. long grass. As I
did not want to waste any more ducks.
I pushed in *remelt the tangled ease
far another 200 or 300 yards, where all
the's:Wks that I put up seemed to be
pitchiag. I found a long narrow piece
of water black 'with ducks. At my
madden apipearance they got up with a
war of wings that almost deafened
MC I was so interested in watching
em that I forgot to shoot.
LOOSE FANG THE GRIZZLY.
Most Singular Circumstance That
Attended the Killing of a
Monster Bear.
COCKTAIL AT THREE FORKS
We were now just below the edge
of the snow, and a little above the
peace where Henry had seen the bear,
writes Arthur H. Maitley, in Recrea
Con. There was a light breeze blow-
ing up the slide. Henry now went
across through the bushes and !above,
in the open, round the edge of the
mow. Soma after we parted I came
upon huge tracks going up an the
Moir. I did not follow them, but kepi
on across them, parallel with Henry
I beard a swishing sound and, look.
ing up, saw a monster grizzly coming
down the snow with swift strides, eve
dently in a hurry, and almost in a
line between me and the sun, and the
snow was flashing round him in a
sparkling haze. There was not. the
slightest sign of hesitation. When be
viewed me at a distance of about 30
yards he raised his great head and
fixed his eyes on me. Swerving slight-
ly from his course, so as to come
straight at me, his forefeet appeared
to paw the air.
I aimed at his broad breast sad
feed, and with • deep, low growl he
plunged headiraeg•eAown the slope,
tearing up the anew and earth. He
brought up aggiaoLsoome small firs, a
few yards .w, and Kried to crawl
up to meemben I Sniiillsikhim with
shot Defend the ear, theagh, as he
started struggling down through the
hush I gave him •couple more. There
was no blood from any of the four
toilet wounds.
CALIFORNIA'S CO,FEE CROP
That's What It Is Sold for, Though
Nature Meant It for Lima
Beans.
The harvest of lima beans is now at
It. height in the Santa Monica fields,
which are perhaps the most extensive
lu the world. There are not less than
le,000 acres in this vicinity devoted
to them, says a Santa Monica report.
More than 200 carloads of the beans
will be shipped during the season
Ti-urn the Santa Monica station alone
The beans are threshed in the field
Then they are hauled to the separato:
In this vicinity. Here they are run
through the fanning •mills, which re-
move all dirt, leaves, foreign sub.
stances and split, cracked and hems
ture berries.
During the harvest season the ac-
cumulation of these imperfect beam,
aggregates many pounds. Formerly
they were a loss except as they might
be utilized in POMO form as feed for
"wine or chickens, but of late an active
demand has sprung up for them and
they are shipped la solid carload lots
to cities of the east, where they are
utilized ba earthen manufacturers oi
so-called package coffee.
The imamture beans are now a re
munerative byproduct. The coffee
people, by roasting and grinding them
end mixing with parched barley, cot
tee and other vegetable substances
end flavoring essences, turn out what
passes as a cheap grade of Old Gov.
ernment Java.
A Lost Opportunity.
"Woman just dropped dead in the bar.
gain crush at the ribbon counter," cried
the floorwalker excitedly. "How Mop
portune!" exclaimed the bead of the
firm. "Our undertaking department
won't be open until next Mondayl"-
Catholic Standard.
Rest or Arrest.
"I haven't seen your cashier le
several days." "No; he's gone ou ol
town." "Gone for a rest, I su
"We haven't found out yet w eth
er he's gone for a rest or to escriee it."
-Philadelphia Record.
Scarcity of Itsdium.
Vie work of the last three Iyesrs Is
Germany a'," Franco 'Is eatthated by
.
Prof Curie hre yield
pound of. re m. 
ebbut a
•
_
'
Decoction That Was Too Much for
Cowboys and the Mixer Had
to Drink It.
"I was standing in the barroom in a
resort at Three Forks," said a travel.
nig man, -waiting for the proprietor
s arrive, in the hope of placing a
small order. While I was waiting
eivo cowboys, wrapped in fur coats,
tretr own dignity and a reputation as
the top riders of the country which
stretches away toward the head of
Willow Creek, came into the saloon
sa4, marching up to the bar, demand-
ed a cocktail.
'The bartender looked nonplussed
for a moment, but he wags net to be
idnit out, so he grabbed the biggest
glass he could find behind the bar and
immediately got busy. If Owes 1111.5
anything there he missed putting into
Mit glass, frcievielliel' saltitud pepper
snow used to flavor the beer, to the
snippings from the ends of the titan
vitt& he found in the cigar cutter, I
could not see it, and e'hen be had
finally finished he had two big bee:
illassea full of the ailature.
"The boys both teeter. Ise leverage
and it did not taste geed. Hach had
unlimbered a big gun and, playfully
toying with the weapons, they sus.
Amsted that the bartender drink his
own mixture. It required some per
suealon, but !inane, to avoid trouble
be swallowed the contents of both
glasses. 'Now, make your will, yogi
iyould-be poisoner,' phouted the punch
ers, and solemnly they put their gun,
back where they belonged, treated the
house to the cigars and faded away
into the distance, their horses hitting
only the high epots as they disap-
peared up the valley.
"And I tell you, the impromptu bar
tender had good occasion to make his
will. For three or four hours he was
the sickest man I ever saw, and it
took the services of a doctor, who
worked over him tor an hour or two
to bring him back to life again."
CASTE IN THE KITCHEN.
Case of a Cook Who Couldn't Afferd
to Beside on Just a Plain
Street
The Lftrdisay -finality was moving out
of the old house en an avenue into a
new house on a fashionable street. At
that critical period the Lindsay cook
gave notice of leaeing. The mistress
was in despair, for the cook was a
model one, and had lived with them
for years, relates the Chicago Record.
Herald.
"It will be so much more convenient
In the Lew house, Nora, and we have
depended on you so long I don't sec
how we can part with you now. At
least tell me why you are going?"
Mrs. Lindsay pleaded.
"Well, mem, I have my own reputa-
tion to look after." answered Nora,
"and if I west agin the rules of the
inreiligence sassiety I belongs to they
wouldn't give me a reccond in the best
houses, an' then I'd be down and out-
see?"
"No, I don't see," retorted her tree
tress, "tell me exactly why you are
giving up a place that has always
suited you for an uncertainty."
"Sure, mem, it's because of the mem
het. You are going to live on a street"
"Yes; one of the finest in the cey."
"An' I've always lived on a avenue,
mom. If It was a terrace, or a boule
yard, I might be whittle to change, but
when me friends found that I was liv-
ing on just street they'd all cut me;
they would, indeed, mew. I draw the
lige at a street"
BOOKS WRbTTEN IN PR:SON
Some of the Most Famous Writers
Did Their Best Work Be-
hind Bars.
A publisher was talking alotte0scat
Wilde's strange book, "lie Profendls,"
with its pathetic clecoration of a tire
beating its wings egainst the bars pi s
cell.
"Wilde's is not the first good book to
have been written in jail," he 82;d
"Jail, in fact. seems to be a good piaci
to write books in. Literary men sur
pass themselves there.
"John Bunyan wrote 'Pilgrim's Frog
ress' in jail
"Cervantes wrote 'Don Quixote' it
priivon.
"Defoe laid the plans for Itobinser
Ciusoe' during a term of confinement
etposed on him for the writing of
paheblet called 'The Shortest Way
With the Dissenters.'
"Leigh Hunt wrote 'Rimini' in jail
"Sir Water Raleigh, during els 14
Years' imprisonment in the tower of
Lendon, wrote his excellent 'History
of the World.'
"Silvio Petite° and Tasso both did
their best work in jail."
Sheep in Spain.
There are about 10,000,000 of migrat
toy sheep in Spain, which each year
travel some 200 miles from the plain;
to the mountains. Their march, rest
ing places and behavior are governed
by special regulations ,dating from tie
fourteenth century. At certain timer
no one may travel the same route a,
the sheep, which have the right te
graze on all open and common land or
the way. Fier this purpose a road et
yards wide must be left on all encloseo
and private property. The shepherd,
lead their flockawhich are accompanier:I
,by provision mules, and by large dogs I
to guard against a night attack by I
wiekveS.
The Foxy One.
Mrs, Knewbryde Was in tears.
"You have forgotten already," she
sobbed. "You d-d----don't care for niit
any rit--anori! You-"
"Tell we what I have forgotten,
dearest? Tell me!"
"This is my b-birthday, and you
haven't brought m9 any present, or
said a w-word aboht it, and-"•
"Nonsense, darling, I remembered it
perfectly, but I didn't want to remind
Ton that you were a year older."
And peace and happiness reigned
trgain.-Cbsveland Leader.
Theater Banks.
-New ',fork is to have a bank, near
the chiee theaters, which will -ire open
all nigh, so that ladle attending en.
tertain nts will be able to deposit
their le els for mane, aping ere rev
turning
He Wasn't in It
"Alas!" sighed the fashionable
young. man. "I have been cut off ha
my prime."
"How's that, dear boy?" queried the
party of the other part.
"My rich old bachelor uncle has
made a new will and I'm not in It," mi. arid St, ,A;lagttatint to a. ni..., neat
explakied the f. y. ni.-Chicago Dales day, .10t§iyilt ethane, 'piquing car
serves all eineele en route.
"Florida Speeial"-LeaVing Louis-
mr..tivonmiwaR
FINE TRAINS
TO'
Florida
via
Southern Railway
and
Oieen & Crescent Rosie
News.
Papa's Blessing.
The Minister-And does your
say grace at the table, too?
The Angel Child-Yes, sir, but ha
doesn't say It like you do.
The Minister-What does he say?
The Angel Child-He sits down an'
looks around an' says, "Qood Lord,
what a dinner!"--Oeveland Leader.
Pees
Worth a Contest.
Caller--I wish to contest my uncle's
Lawyer-Is the estate worth it?
Caller-He left j100,000.
Lawyer-Let rue see. That's fifty
thousand for me and fifty thousand for
the lawyer on the other side. Yes, it's
worth IL-N. Y. Weekly.
The Sensation.
Jay Green-I had a ride in my`cou-
sin's automobile while I was up t' the
city.
Aaron Mired-Ye did? How 'd seem?
Jay Green-Wa-al, it felt • good deal
like feline into a mighty deep well,
only ye dropped straight ahead instead
o' down'ards.-Puck.
Enough to Cause Weeping.
"Tears, Idle Tears, I Know Not
When or Why," sang the girl in the
flat below in a shrill voice.
"If that girl would only sing in a
phonograph, then listen to it, she
wouldn't ask any such fool question,"
muttered the crusty bachelor below.-
Milwaukee Sentinel.
Foolish Doctor.
"What are you snorting aboutrasked
the young walrus of the old one, who
was perusing a scrap of newspaper.
"Here's a doctor," replied the other,
"who says it's unhealthy to go into the
water after a meal. How would we get
it, if we didner -Philadelphia Press.
Where I/anemia Meet.
"The refreshments at the Gilsingers'
reception were very simple."
"That always argues one of two
things-either the givers of the enter-
tainment are enormously wealthy or
painfully won-Cleveland Plain Deal-
er.
Tears.
iniough Cromwell's plan was pretty geed
A girl's is simpler yet;
bhe puts her trust In Providence,
And keeps her powder wet.
-N. Y. Sun.
SAFE.
Mr. Grasshopper-You should save up
for a rainy day.
Mr. Bugg-What. me? Why, I'm a
water bug.-N. Y. Sun.
In Chicago.
A man and a dog In a fog-o.
Collided one night In Chicag-o.
"The greetings thPy rgeonwl
Brought crowds running fast
TO help the young man let the dog go.
-Chicago Record-tiorel.d.
Charitable View.
F'aid He-They say Miss Yellboy is
very much in love with herself.
Said She-Well, she will at least
never know what it is to experience
the bitter pangs of jealouay.-Chicago
Daily News.
On and Off.
Yeast-Hasn't the color of your
wife's hair changed?
Crimiumbeak-No; she's bad that
same hair, on and off, for four years!
-Yonkers Statesman.
Amendment.
Knicker-Rockefeller said that mure
money getting wasn't all there is in life.
Docker-He's right; there's an awful
lot of mere money losing-N. Y. Sun,
The New Way.
Upperten-Ho* do you manage to
get such perfect-etting clothes?
De Style-Buy them ready made.-N,
Y. Weekly.
A Giveaway.
Guest-Air, Mrs. Blank, I seldom get
as good a dinner as this.
Little Johnny-Neither do wa.-N. Y.
Sun. _ _
"Florida Limited"--t-Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. m. daily connect" at
Panvi8c, Ky., with solid train of
Pullmsn eleel?ers .and vajObuled
cesghee via Chntaruk)ga and Atlapta,
atoriving- at Jacksonville at 8:50 a_
vale 7:45 p. or., carries observation
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
ville to St. Augustine, wither.
change via Chattanooga a,- Atl=
arriving at Jacksonville at R:so p.
m. and St. Augustine at to p. na.
next day. From. Danville this is
solid train of drawing room sleepers,
composite car, observation car, etc.,
Dining car serves all meals en mike.
Via the "Land of the Sky"-Pull-
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 743
p. in. daily, running through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 a. m. with through sleeper
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, Co-
lumbia and Savannah, arriving all
Jacksonville at g a. m.
t. Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May pet, are
now on sale at low rates.
Variable Tours
Going via Ashevq1e. and "Land id
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country"
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of the Sky," "Win-
ter Homes," rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.„
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hunrgerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Allen,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C.
Route, Cmcinoati, 0.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Illinois Central R. R.
The Illinois Central maintains dou-
ble daily service, and operates the
best of trains, with Dining Cars, Buf-
fet-Library Cars, Chair Cars and
Sleeping Cars, from Chicago, St.
Louis, Cincinnati and Louisville
rcad for reaching the Winter Tour-
ist resorts of the South, including
New Orleans, Vicksburg,
Gulfport, Miss., Hammond, La.
Mardi Gras at New Orkane Feb.
27, 'o6. Gulfport is a Mexican gulf
coast resort having the new, fine
"Great Southern" Hotel. Regular
ocean steamship tailings from New
Orleans for Mexico, Central Ameri-
ca, Panama, West Indies and Europe.
Send or call for descriptive matter
in regard to the above.
Havana Via New Orleans.
Havana, Cuba, is best reached via
the Illinois Central through service
to New Orleans and the new ocean
liner, twin-screw, nineteen knot
S. S. Prince Arthur
leaving New Orleans every Wednes-
day at 4:oo p. m. and arriving at
Havana at. sunrise Friday, morning.
Hot Springs, Ark., Florida.
Daily Sleeping Car without change
Chicago to Hot Springs, with con-
nections at Memphis from Cincinnati
end Louisville.
Through "Dixie Flyer" Sleeping
Car Lihe St. Louis to jacksonviee
south to New Orleans. The best
via Nashville, Chattanooga and At-
lanta.
Mexico, California.
Special Tours of Mexico and Cali-
fornia via the lliinois Central esti
New Orleans under the auspices of
Raymond & Whitcomb, will leave
Chicago Fridays, Feb. 2nd and Feb.
23rd, for Mexico and California, the
last to include a stop-over at New
Orleans for the Mardi Gras. Entire
trips made in special private vesti-
bule trains of finest Pullmans, with
dining car service. Favcireating trips
complete in every detail.
Illinois Central Weekly Excur-
sions to California. Excursion cars
through to Los Angeles and San
Fransisco as follows: Via New Or-
leans and the Southern Routes ev-
ery Friday front Chicago; every Tales
day from Cincinnati and Louisarill-
via Omaha and the Scenic Route ev-
ery Wednesday from Olicago.
Full Particulars concerning all of
the above cen be had of ap,ents of
the Illinois Central and connecting
lines or by addresaing either of the
undersigned.
Jos. Biggs, D. P. A.. Cincinnati.
F. W. Harlow, D. P. A., Louis-
ville,
John A. Scott, A. G. P. A., Mete
Phis.
A. H. HANSON. P. T. M..
Chicago.
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A.,
. p
!t. •
•
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stioactioerit CONTRACT
O OFFERrD PADUCAHAN. 0
O 0
o c..ontraca \Vilna:a Katyr- 0
• 0 john ye stairdsti. • twilling re. 0
0' turned. froir Ckleitgo.'tidtere he 0
O has been the past week confer- 0
0 ring with Mx: !F. U. Wallace; 0
0 for ly skef migiacetra. the 0
CY greifIrieW.OIrterd •-atte-ai of 0
0 of railroads. As a result of the 0
0 con race MV. Katterjohn will 0
.-0 neejlaspril go to Arizona to 0
0 look into the proposition of 9
O completing the $3,000,000 irrige- 0
0. floe canal that has been started 0
O out of Yuma, that state. ;
O Mr. H. U. Wallace has charge 0
O of 'constructing the canal that 0
O has been startedi, but is not pro- 0
o gressing as rapidly as de- 0
o sired, so recognizing the vast 0
O ability of the wealthy and 0
O prominent Paducah eonteacto• 0
0 he. Vied Mr. Katterjohn cc :owe
0.to the Windy City for a confer- 0
ence.' and see if the latter could 0
O be uiged to take the great task 0
O of completing the mentor+, un- 0
O dertaking. Now the Paducahan 0
O sroes to Arizona to halt over 0
O the field and decide( whether he 0
0 will accept the cont.a.:z offered ts.
O him. 0
O Mr. J. F. Wallace, father of 0
,.0 H. U. Wallace, war general 0
O roanagts oi the 11iin is Central 0
o railroad,but resigned, and be- 0
0 cams chink. "engineer ci the 0
O United States for the Panatna 0
0 canal. While down there he 0
t) offered Mr. Katteriohn the $to,- 0
0 ono.000 contract of diaaaer the 0
0 ditch and cut throegh the de- 0
O brated "Culebra Cut,' litit the 0
Paducahan refused the under- 0
O taking on account of the di- 0
0 male Condttions of that ;Dun- 0'
tay. 0
O ,,.The offer of ihes! inamoth 0
.deontracts is ample evidence of 0
O of the high recognitioa accord- 0
O ed the ability of tha Paducalun. 0
O whose main business is filrng
O the $1o.oto.coo contract he hos 0
O of furnishing the rock and bal- 0
O last for the entire I. C. system. 0
0 'Mr. Katterjohn will be gone 0
d West for six weeks and during 0.
O that time visit the gold, mining 0
O interests of Colorado lvid by 0
C) the Rock estate f this city. ht 0
() firing ame of the-itileitmetratora ti
0 of the estate. • 
0
t.)
O 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
OUR
Cold
Cream
DIEDOFDROPS
MRS. W. G. WOLFE PASSED
AWAY AT SMITHLAND
YESTERDAY.
Yesterday morning there died of
dropsy at her mutiny's home in
Smithland, /qrs. - W. G. Wolfe, wife
oi she perptrh..r snarble cutter former-
ly of this city, iito moved to May-
field Ti year or two ago. The wife
had gone tip timithland on account of
her bealtli:
The deceased was a most ,estimable
arid noble young Christian lady en-
joying the lo' a and esteem of many
Padue a h prop : e
The remain: will be buried at
Smildhland, Where iresided her mother,
Margartt Hannon.
Died of Consumption.
Yesterday ii.,irning there was bur-
ied at the Tuckei cc:tc...-. tcry the re-
mains of Mr. Uwe Baker the well
known farrne: , bf the Spray, Graves
county sectio,.. • 40 died the day be-
fore of corns: He was forty-
seven years of age and, left a family.
Child Died.
Yesterday at Palestine cemetery,.
the. atemonalasold infant of Mr.
William Yarling, of ,the Maxon's Mill
section, was buried. The child died
the day before of pneumonia.
.THE RIVERS
Cairo, 212; rising.
Oliattannogs, 5.3; falling.
t2incitwrati, 15.6; rising
Evansville, 9.7; rising.
Florence, missing.
J sonville.4.a; tieing
L3nsXSVII)S, x; ring
Mt. Carmel, missing.
13.4; rising.
Pittsburg,' 4.4; falling.
-Davie !eland Dana 6.6;
St. Louis, st r ; • rising.
. Vernon, y.o;
Paducah, 10.7; rising.
falling
A special from Decatur, Ala., says:
The Tennessee-Ohio Transportation
company s the !style of a, river trans
portation company which has been
organized in Decatur.
and ulnae head of
George Holland,
Blow stave works- A new stcanter
of tale company, thie:10,cte Oak, 'has
just arrived and will' be put into
service. This company proposes to
do a general freight and passenger
business between 'Decatur and the
principal cities of the Ohio river and
sOffVe of the cities of the Dopey Miis-
stssippi, including $t'. is., Mem-
phis and others4 e
This afternoon tt
Clyde will get away
see river. She comes
Nloiaday night.
The Joe Fowler comes in this
morning from Evansville and leaves
inrnsediately on her return due way.
Ilse John S. Hopkins went to Ev-
ansville yesterday and comes back
tomorrow.
Today the Bottorff will come in
from Clarksville and kave for Nash-
ville. . ,
The steamer Kentucky will come
out of Nye Tennessee river late to-
memo wnight and lay here until net'
Saturday afternoon before skipping
away on her return to that city.
The Stacker Lee yesterday kit
Memphis and gets here tomorrow
manag r
otnpany is
Holland-
JI o'clock the
for the Tennes-
back again next
night bound up for Cincinnati.
The Peters Les left Cinoinnati yes-
terday land should get here Friday
or Saturday on 'her way to Memphis.
The 'learner Sltillo passed out of
the Tennessee • s: Pore last night bound
for St. Louis on her first ° thrbugh
trip Since resuming business.
MARRIED IN ST. LOUIS
(Continued From Page Five.)
•Annie hav:ng located there
fall.' •
•Mearsrs. 0. D. Schmidt, Wm.
Rottgering, Alea Mitchell and B. K.
Wilson officiated as ushers for the
nuptials.
A Cleanser-
Not a Cosmetic.
Removes every particle of dirt,
dust, soap and impurity from the
akin, ceening the pores and al-
lowing the rich, red blood to
how to the surface.
VERY HEALTHFUL.
Will not turn rancid.--25c for a
jar or 75c for a pound
We know it is Pure. be
we make it.
•
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
INCORPORATED.
Druggists. Fifth and B'way.
Both Phones x75.
,.ataapipg of Match Stile .at Temple
Israel. 'rue trophy is now on eirhi-
bititin in the window of Wolff's jew-
elry store on Bloadway.
Atryone desiring to sell and cuter
the pleasant contest can procure
tickets from MTS. Ed P. Noble.
president of the club, at the Palmer.
The chrb ladies intend making rta!
lecture One of the most successful
affairs ever conducted here, and. doubt
not •bilt what the entire community
will offer it liberal support, consid-
ering tihe noble cause to which all
the club money as devoted.
D. A. R. Meets Friday.
The Daughtere of the American
Revolution will meet Friday after-
noon at 3 o'clock with Mrs. Bettie
Souk, of North Fifth street near
Haivison.
• Open Session.
The Wornen's Aid Auxiliary of the
First .Christian dhur2!ti. an open
meeting last evening nigh Mrs.
Richard Clements, 408 Clay street, at
which time as charming program was
rendered and refrestnneuts served.
• A HOT FIGHT
PREACHER LEADS TEMPER-
, ANCE FORCES AT FULTON.
"The Campaign Issne," !abashed in
Memphis, Has Done Good
Work.
Fulton, Ky., Feb• 27•-The wh4akY
fight is waxing baton anti -hotter as
election day approaches. The whisky
element bad published, in Memphis.
a sheet called the Campaign Issue,
which they are distribatiag broad-
cast. This sheet was brought out in
opposition to she Cantpailm Daily,
which the temperance people are pub-
lishing. Rev. A. N. Jamison, the
noted inish evlangehst and *Cirpper-
ance letterer, is here fighting for the
temperance came. He speaks day
and night. The opera home, the
largest dull in elle city, won't -bold
'half the great cepa& that turn out
to hear the fanvous lecturer. The
prohibition pasty is confident of vie
tory. The election wilt be held to-
morrow.
Wed in Cincinnati.
Alesamges from Cincinnati announce
that yesterday there was Married in
that city Ilia - Wade, of there, and
Mr. William Husbands-. fittnerly of
this city, but for the last year of Al-
buquerque, New Mexico. The in-
formation came as a surprise to the
many friends here of the popular
young groom.
Mr. Husbands 49 the son of Mr.
Gip Husbands, the well known cap-
italist and plantation owner, and
grandson of Judge L. D. Husbands
The former was a member of the
Paducali fire department until last
year when he resigned nnd went to
New Mexico and Colorado for his
health. At. a health resort in the
later state he met Miss Wady, Who
was there sojourning from Cincin-
nati. Friendiship ripened into love,
and when she returned tayine they
were engaged. Now he goes after
his bride end is expected. here for a
visit while en route back to his
Western lhome.
RAILROAD
COMMISSION
HON_ MAC D. FERGUSON
PASSED THROUGH FOR
FRANKFORT
Local Passenger Trans Out of Here
to Carbondale Will Carry Mail
Cars-Railroad Notes.
Hon. D. Ferguson
through yesterday en
Prank:fort to attead the meeting of
the state railroad' commission, of
which he is a aneneber from this see-
bon of the state. The commit-peon
was in session last week at the state
capitol when the mother of Mr. Fer-
guson died at her home in La Cen-
ter. Then out of respect to her mem
cry the balance of the commission-
erg adjourned over until today when
they resume their work, which is
delving into the rate question con-
nected with every railroad running
through this city.
More Mail Service
•Cpinmencing tomorrow all the lo
I. C. passenger trains between
Mac
'here
passed
route to
last here and Carbondale, Ill., will carry
mail cars for the benefit of the
small towns between here ' and t'hat
city . Heretofore and at present only
the through trains have carried the
nrail.
Elbert Hubbard Lecture.
The ladiee of the Charity club have
arranged to present a handsome
bracelet to the young lady felling
the largest number of tickets for the
lecture Elbert Hubbard will deliver 
"E• KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
Thursday Night,
March 1st.
Sank
S
A
PRICElb-4, 3.5c.sic,Sr.a.
and Ss .50
Seats on sale Wednesday map a. in.
c.,' his returned from Chicago, "hare
he has been meeting for Ca, monlbs
with the railway firemen's protedige
board, be being the local brother-
hood chairman.
inenannieesimesentemanlanalnillarbe
WANTS 
FOR RENT-Major Moss place in
Arcadia. Apply to Jesse B. Mass-
Wanted-White girl waiters. ,Adt
dress Mira. M. Hogan., doe Res-
tacky avenue.
• Railway Attaches.
Mr. Allan Jorgenson was there yes-
terday from Princeton, where recen•-
ly lie reeigried as chief dispatcher of
the Nashville division of the I. C.
He is resting up several weeks be-
fore entering other business in
which he will embark.
Engineer John Arantham, of the I.
WANTED-At once, good cook.
Good home and wages to right per-
son. None but good cook need ap-
piy. 822 South Fourth street.
FOR RENT-Three rooms for- Nk
and two furniskiett rooms complete
for light housekeeping for $12. Apply
1246 Broadway.
WANTED-For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For information
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond House. Paducah. ICJ.
pays to buy the best
watch you can afford.
Anyone can af-
ford a good watch
at the prices we
sell our goods. We
have no watches
at any price that
we can'tguarantee
to keep good time.
Let us show you.
J. L._WOLFF,
Jeweler, 327 Broadway
THE KENTUCKY 1
TELEPH0N)1 548.
Matinee and Night, Saturday, March 3
B. C. WHITNEY'S Picquant Musical Mixture
NEW YORK CAST:
Herbert Cawthorne
Harry Watson ,
Sam Mylie
Chas. Purcell
Harry Griffith
Robe. Kane
Leclie Leigh
Susie Forester
ttie Marts
Frances Sivage
Lillian Gorman.
Isle
^
Famous For
Music, Fun
and Beauty
UNINUNIONSUNNINNUNNIURNINUNUe
OF
Twenty
Whistling
Song Hits
and
Unique
Dances
ice
Book by Alien Lowe and Geo. E..
Stoddard.
Music by Jerome' and Shindig:a.
Shod be One &oaks.
ORGANIZATION OF 75 PEOPLE.
15o NIGHTS IN NEW YORK. tyro MOWS IN BOSTON.
via NIGHTS IN, car...0o..
PRICES-Matisse sec, 75c and' Seim
NIGHT PRICES-05c. sse., 30e,Tor, *Age aid
Seats on salt reisloY. 9 a. ns-
"Sousa is ireat! After appearing before
the courts of Europe he :returns to his own
unspoiled and more delight/el than ever. The
unanimous verdict in Symphony Hall last
night was 'guilty in the first:degree of giv.
lug the finest performance of his career,' "
SOUSA
At Tre Kentucky
Thufsday March 1,
IN THIS BRILLIANT PROGRAM, ASSISTED BY
ELLZABETH SCHILLER, iSoprano
RANETTEE POWERS, Violinist
HERBERT CLARKS, . Cornifist
1. OCERATURE, "OBERO •  WEBER,
3. CORNET SOLO, "BRIDE OF THE WAVES" CLARKE.
KR. HERBERT CLARICE.
"LOOKING UPWARD" 
A. "BY THE LIGHT OF THE POLAR STAR."
B. "UNDER THE SOUTHERN CROSS."
C. "MARS AND VENUS"
4. SOPRANO SOLO-"CARD SONG" FROM THE "BRIDE
ELECT" 
MISS ELIZABETH SCHILLER
5 WELSH RHAPSODY (NEW)  EDWARD GERMAN.
INTERMISSION
6 VALSE, "VIENNA DARLINGS"  ZIMMER
(a) AIR DE BALLET, "THE GYPSY" (new) ..GANNE.
(b) MARCH, "THE DIPLOMAT" (new) 
MEND12..901-iN8. VIOLIN SOLO. CONCERTO
a. ANDANTE
c. ALLEGRETTO  ALLEGRO VIV.ACE,
MISS JEANETTE POWERS
9. "RIDE OF THE VALKRIES" FROM "DIE WALKUNRE"
 WAGNER
ENTHUSIASTICIetRITICS HAVE INVENTED TWO NEW
TITLES FOR SOUSA, "HEART CONDUCTOR" AND "MAS..
TER OF THE HEART," FOR THE REASON THAT HI&
MUSIC HE PLAYS STRAIGHT FOR, THE HEART AND
SETS/IT ALL AGLOW WITH VIBRATION AND BUOYANCY.
SEATS 25c. 35c, soc, 75c St.po AND Silo. NOW ON .SALIL
ed111111111111111111111111111a .411111/111Magool
•
TRADDNAHR AI Lump '13c Bushel.ilL
 Nut...  12c Bushel.a 
PROMPT DELIV14Y.. Both Telephones254.
Foot of
OHIO
StrL
• • •••-•-
W
=ger-
SOUSA.
soulhvi.
art
t Kentucky Coal Cole
Incorporated
IMMIIMMI•ormon6.1.164.11C.
